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ANALYSIS

M

R. MACMILLAN has the courage of Mr. Butler’s convictions;
but, it seems, not much else. He is doing what Mr. Butler
feared to do, and is applying the orthodox Conservative policy.
On present form, he will shortly be entered in a footnote of history
as the bread-and-milk Chancellor. Advertised as the man with
ideas, he has so far not shown a trace of original thought. This
is written before his budget, and it may be contended that he could
do nothing effective before that e v e n t: a fallacy, yet arguable. But,
in that case, why make trivial little moves which merely aggravate
the existing situation, and can have no effect on the whole problem ?
When an operation is necessary, why delay and impede it by spilling
the bread and milk over the surgery table ? Was it unfair to put
this question, or is it time that a few sharp questions checked this
clowning ? Is it not the story of the Autumn budget all over again ?
If that is all, why do it ? These are the little artificial gestures of men
long hidebound by the game o f make believe, as hard reality moves
finally and decisively beyond them.
The New Straw
For the moment the Conservative party clutches at the new
straw. Even Macmillan looks quite solid after an Eden and a Butler.
And his record at the Ministry o f Health gave us all ground for some
slight hope. Perhaps, after all, it was not so difficult to build more
houses than Mr. Bevan. In the land of complete blether even the
man with one fact to his credit can' look for the moment like a
Chancellor. Mr. Macmillan was quickly concerned to dispel that
illusion. All this vague talk about everybody “ pumping money ”
into the system is, of course, complete nonsense. It is only the
government who can manufacture money in this country without
3
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going to gaol, and, as figures given in recent debates have shown,
they have been doing it to some tune. The use of Treasury Bills to
finance the national industries has been the chief measure by which
money has been “ pumped ” into the system. Government, of course,
has other methods of expanding credit through its control o f the
Bank of England ; no one else can do this, only the government.
When Mr. Macmillan states that “ production has increased by
only 25 per cent ” but that “ we paid ourselves 80 per cent more
money for doing it ” the truth is that the government has manufac
tured credit to make this possible, and that the money could not
have been paid out if they had not done so. This has caused the
inflation for which they alone ate responsible. W hat the Chancellor
calls the “ greed ” of our people is the scramble for this money
which the government has tossed among them.
But who can be
blamed for taking part in the scuffle for cash when everyone knows
the inevitable result of the extra money will be that prices will go
up, and that he will be much worse off than before if he does not
join in the scramble for his share. The first necessity is for the govern
ment to cleanse their minds and purge their utterances o f untruth
ful cant. We have an inflation because we have a cowardly govern
ment which resorted to the printing press rather than face any trouble
anywhere. We have, also, a stupid government because it failed to
produce any alternative policy. It is time that we had plain speech,
because this is the only prelude to cleaT and firm action.
Inflation, then Deflation
The government inflated because they had no courage ; they now
deflate because they have no ideas. Let us be specific. They have
jollied things along all this time by handing out manufactured
cash to anyone who pushed them hard enough. Eden — by Baldwin
out of Primrose — ran true to form. They now suddenly wake up
to discover that they are faced with another devaluation of the £ if
this continues. British credit cannot stand the shock o f a second
devaluation, and their middle-class supporters cannot stand the
shock of a further rise in prices. The Conservative leaders see them
selves without a currency, and without a party. So they swerve as a
drunkard swerves from one ditch to another. Deflation is the
traditional method by which Conservatism pushed down prices in
order to drive our exports into the markets of the world. In fact, it
is done by creating unemployment in order to force down wages, and
any denial of this is pure humbug. The Labour leader, still trailing
4
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clouds of academic candour in his professorial wake, freely admitted
this fact concerning the policy which he shares with the Con
servatives, so recently as his article in Encounter last November.
The Conservative Chancellor continues to deny it as men are turned
by the thousand on to short time in the industries first affected. The
Conservative and Labour Party leaders are now completely united
in policy, but by a curious paradox the Socialist is franker than the
Tory. Whatever they say, unemployment will continue to betheresult
of any effective deflation unless, and until, the government again gets
frightened, and again turns round on its policy. But, in that case, the
£ will very quickly be devalued. To save the £ and restore British
prices to a competitive level after the long inflation, will almost
certainly mean a bigger industrial row than the government will face.
It is true that Sir Ralph Hawtrey again argues that the £ is still
overvalued and cites corresponding wage increases among our main
competitors. But he omitted to add that prices have not risen corre
spondingly in these other countries, because the wage increases have
been matched by increases in production. Also, as we have pre
viously noted, what a deadly comment it is on our present balance of
payments position, if, ever since 1949, we have been enjoying the
artificial advantage to our exports afforded by an undervalued
pound.
It is still possible that inflation may take place in other countries
and that particularly favourable movements in foreign price levels
may occur ; such events can again postpone disaster. But, in the end,
the government or its Labour successor, which under Mr. Gaitskell
will have precisely the same policy, must face devaluation, or a
deflation with consequences they dare not even contemplate. To
avoid this dilemma they must change the system ; and men cannot
change themselves. The interesting point will come when the young
Conservatives who do the work of the party realise that none of the
statesmen who have spent their working lives within the shelter of
the system—“ playing the game” and enjoying its advantages, while
every true interest of Britain was abandoned—are really any longer
any good at all. That moment of enlightenment will be followed very
quickly by the realisation of corresponding members of the Labour
Party that their new professor agrees in all essentials with the
Conservative leaders, and that it is idle to replace him with a well
blown bag of gusty wind which wouldpop at the first touch of reality.
Labour loves a professor as the middle classes used to love a lord ;
it is curious how often men admire the qualities they lack them5
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selves, even when these particular attributes are not very useful
in the given situation. Coming events will teach Labour that there
are more things in heaven and earth, and, it must now be added, in
hell, than are dreamt of, or can be faced, by a don’s philosophy.
Real Government
What to do ?— that is now the pressing question. For better or
worse, at least one clear-cut answer was given by Sir Oswald Mosley’s
speech in Bristol on March 10th last. We repeat its main points
because no mention of it appeared in the national press.
He stated : “ Government faced with a balance o f payments
problem, which threatened the life of the nation, should immediately
explain the desperate character of the situation to our people and
should act as follows :
1. Cut out all unnecessary imports either by direct control or by
the more rapid and flexible instrument of tariffs.
2. Tax all luxuries so heavily that they would mostly be driven
out of the home market, and use the resultant revenue to subsidise
them as exports.
3. Have a showdown on the whole question o f wages and
reward to restore incentive for skill and the acceptance o f responsi
bility.
4. Revise the whole fiscal system with the utm ost speed in order
to shift taxation from income to spending.
5. Raise, pay, .and honour as saviours of our people, a regular
army to hold our vital supplies throughout the world until we have
built an alternative system ; in addition, o f course, to the main
nuclear weapons which defend us from a major aggression.
6. Invite our fellow Europeans to join with us in holding sources
of supply vital to all in a united policy, until we have together built
an alternative system.
7. Urge our fellow Europeans — all of whom are also on the
danger list — to join with us in building the new system o f EuropeAfrica.
8. Ask America to support to the utm ost our efforts both imme
diate and ultimate to build these effective bulwarks against Com
munism.
Such action would meet the immediate situation, even if we had
to act alone, and such leadership by Britain could ensure the future
by bringing others together to build with us a greater and more
durable civilisation.”
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This summary of a policy is crude, but we believe in these few
•words is the essence o f the matter.
Parliamentary Report
Meantime the mirror of Parliamentary debate continues to
reflect the pitiful figures of the leaders. The atmosphere is reported
to be that of a Sunday school whose tedium is relieved only by the
occasional hysteria of the mistresses. It is not often that we feel
moved to defend Sir Anthony Eden, but it is really too much to
see him portentously rebuked in his own press for “ a grave psycho
logical mistake ” because “ in the state of ill-restrained tension
which still pervaded the House ” he dared to suggest that Mr.
Gaitskell might be “ a milder echo o f Moscow radio ” . Is this a
description of a debating chamber or o f a nerve clinic ? We must
apologise to the Sunday school. Sir Anthony, of course, fell over
himself with retractions and apologies ; sadly oblivious o f John
Bright’s robust advice on such occasions : “ say it again but be
ruder the second time ” . If only some of the modern Parliamentarians
would try the J.B. recipe, they would not only find that it worked on
the occasion, but that it did lasting good to their own pallid consti
tutions and the general anaemia of public life. Parliament is dying
of politeness. It is the inevitable end of the old Baldwinian tradition,
which was recently also recommended by Mr. Gaitskell with such
a rare verbal felicity that he almost matched the old master : “ make
things easier for ourselves, avoid crises, and move on more smoothly”
0Encounter, November 1955). Reality will eventually enter abruptly
with a harsh demand for action, and these rose-pink figures will
vanish with the Press-provided spectacles through which the public
saw them.
The Press and Mosley
And what a press it is. Recently we have seen much publicity
for the lamented fact that no one can get any public meetings.
Television is said to have killed this fine old English institution
stone dead; famous men speak to dozens; ministers to handfuls,
and meetings are abandoned. So the innocent spectator might think
that it would be news, during the days in which we write, when a
man draws an apparently record crowd to hear him at Cambridge
University, and also crowds Finsbury and Limehouse Town Halls with
an enthusiastic audience. But a complete silence was the answer of
the national press, relieved only by a little headline in a Beaverbrook
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newspaper to inform the world that, on another day in this same
week, a “ Mosley man ” had slung “ a churn through a chemist’s
window ” in a moment of alcoholic exuberance, and had addressed
a policeman as a “ Communist —
You would think that the
name of Mosley must indeed have remarkable news value if its
attachment to this not unusual or even infrequent event so illumined
for the national press an incident which otherwise might have
rested in a bucolic obscurity. This might lead you to the ingenuous
conclusion that the name of Mosley might, also, have some news
value attached to the very unusual and infrequent event o f crowded
and enthusiastic public meetings in the year 1956. But Lord
Beaverbrook sees things differently, and, in this matter, he is, for
once, not alone in the national press. Only The Times ever gives a
report of a Mosley meeting ; the rest of the national press maintains
complete silence. The provincial press, on the other hand, treats a
Mosley meeting as first-rate news value, and gives it full publicity ;
the reason is, of course, that the provincial press is run by journalists
and the national press by press lords. .
The Effect of Press Boycott
It is interesting for those who are occupied with the science of
politics to follow these events in a little detail. It seems that the
effect of a national press boycott at this stage of the movement is on
the whole good, and is to be welcomed. The results would have been
serious for Mosley if the public had forgotten him, but this speaking
campaign has so far made it very clear that this has not occurred.
So long as two words on a poster, “ Mosley speaks ” , can fill any
hall, does the press matter much after all ? A t the time of writing
experience shows that a few pounds spent on such posters can fill a
hall anywhere. At Cambridge, too, the International Society put out
its usual publicity but was soon obliged by applications for tickets
to take an extra large hall, which was jammed beyond standing room
by undergraduates who must have been in their perambulators when
Mosley was speaking before the war. In some odd way these legends
survive. Years of press boycott, and some years of concentrated and
calculated falsehood, have had no effect on these audiences whatever;
the rest is a matter for the juxtaposition of men and events.
So far all goes very well, much better than could have been hoped
at this stage. The only moment of irritation is when the usual middle
brow ass enquires: “ Why are papers like Blackshirt and Union so
full of Mosley ; does he pay for them ?” Then the patient reply
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must be made that Mosley has never given one penny to these
journals which are supported by the small subscriptions of many
people, who, curiously enough, like to read something of the doings
of the men and the movement they support, in the news-sheets for
which they pay ; particularly when they can read nothing of them
whatever in the daily press. But such exchanges are the minor
amenities of contemporary English life. What matters is to know that
the press does not matter. Better still, the column is moving on to its
own ground without opposing fire. Perhaps the reluctance to shoot
comes from the knowledge that the national press is dealing with
men who in these controversies reply directly to the p o in t; not the
anonymous scribe but the press lord behind him.
The Middle East
We go to press before the course of events in the Middle East is
clear. But it is possible to define certain principles which apply to
this and all similar situations. Guard the vital interests of our country
firmly and clearly. These oil supplies are our vital interests until
other supplies, or the development of science, can replace them.
For the rest : either act effectively, or do not intervene at all. Do not
put a great people in the position of a flustered hen on the edge o f a
pond, squawking ineffective exhortations at ducklings over whom she
has lost control. It is our duty to maintain order in an area which is
im portant to ourselves and the whole of Europe, and not to take sides
in a clash of factions. If we are not strong enough to do this, let us
stand aside when we have guarded our vital interests. In this matter,
as in all others, the principle should be : act or shut up.
But if Britain takes the lead in a decisive policy, we can maintain
order in this area because we can carry with us America and the rest
o f Europe. European interests in the Mediterranean are no longer
antithetical; they have become identical. We are not interested to
fight other Europeans for lifelines which no longer lead anywhere.
But we are interested to maintain a strong position for a united
Europe on the flank of Russia, in case that country ever advances
against the West. And we are interested in together preserving
supplies which are vital to us all, until we have together built the
independent civilisation of Europe-Africa. Once again, unity is
strength.
EUROPEAN
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SYNDICALISM:
A CRITICAL HISTORY
by A. JAMES GREGOR

E

VEN a superficial review of early syndicalist theory provides
us with an insight into the nature of the problems which
assailed its adolescence and which largely conditioned its
subsequent maturation. Syndicalism’s most vexing problem, and
the most critical problem which faced the revolutionary aspirants
to power at the turn of the century, was the question o f what the
relations between the state and the new society were to be.
The “ orthodox ” Marxists had succeeded in becoming increas
ingly obscure precisely upon this issue after the death o f Marx
and Engels12(an accomplishment for which we need not necessarily
assign them full credit since the literary legacy of the founders
of “ scientific socialism ”, itself, was hardly calculated to prom ote
clarity o f concept or unity of opinion).
Socialist orthodoxy thrashed about seeking a theoretical solution
to this critical concern. But for all its efforts, socialism, in all
the advanced capitalist countries of the West, displayed an abject
incapacity to resolve this problem. It proved itself simply
incapable of formulating a convincing policy for administering
the revolutionary state.* It was in the face o f this manifest
ineptitude that a radical sentiment gathered momentum within
the movement — a sentiment which was to become the animating
spirit of syndicalism.
1 cf. Sorcl, Reflections on Violence, pp. 52 ff.
2 cf. Scott, Syndicalism and Philosophical Realism, p. 31.
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The syndicalist movement became first clearly discernable in
France, although intimations of what might seriously be called
syndicalist theory can be traced to the first half of the nineteenth
century in a variety of countries.3
The Chartists are frequently cited as English protagonists of
syndicalist ideas, the ideas of William Benbow, an Owenite,
reading curiously like the syndicalist literature of a generation
ago.4 In America the Knights of Labor and the International
Labor Union displayed many a syndicalist feature.5 But it
remained to France to give the new movement its name, its specific
content and its practical demeanour.
By the end of the nineteenth century the development of
capitalist society, following a rigorous logic which is now familiar
to almost everyone, had precipitated institutions with which
orthodox Socialism found itself incapable of contending. The
most noteworthy of these was the trade-union or the syndicat.
Marx and Engels had failed to credit the syndicat with the importance
it inherently possessed,6 and as a consequence social democracy
assumed a singularly political character with but a negligible
regard for the potential function of the trade-union. It was at
this point of weakness that the socialist movement broke.
This theoretical weakness was more apparent in France than
elsewhere, because the late arrival of the trade-union organisation
of labour had made its presence more commanding and its
disposition more revolutionary. Trade Unionism had developed
extra-legally in France and had received official sanction only
after 1884.
Even after 1884, however, the legal status of the syndicat was
so poorly defined that the existing bourgeois state had ample
pretext for constant surveillance and interference. An association
thus conceived outside the law and suckled in violence was
naturally disposed towards self-assertiveness and an exaggerated
sense of its own importance. By 1895, harried by the gendarmerie
betrayed by socialist politicians, neglected by Marxist theoreticians,
5 Comelissen, “ Ueber den internationalen Syndikalismus,” Archiv fuer
Sozial Wissenschaft und Sozial Politik, vol. xxx, p. 151.
4 Zangara, Rivoluzione Sindacale, p. 21 ; Russell, Socialism), Anarchism),
Sindacaiismo, p. 97 n ; Harley, Syndicalism, p. 37, chap, ii ; Murray, The
General Strike o f 1926, p. 45 ; Snowden, Socialism and Syndicalism, p. 245 ;
MacDonald, Syndicalism: A Critical Examination, pp. 39 f. ; Brooks,
American Syndicalism : The I. W. W., pp. 62 f.
»cf. Brissenden, The History o f the I.W.W ., chap. 1.
6 cf. Zangara, op, tit., p. 25.
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French trade-unionism fathered revolutionary syndicalism.
As we have seen, the very origins of French syndicalism disposed
it toward extra-legality, its experiences with the authorities with
which it dealt gave it a strong anti-political bias. French
syndicalism had become accustomed to depending upon its own
initiative, and viewed authority as an enemy to be overcome by
force and violence rather than as an arbiter in a conflict o f interest
between capital and labour. The logical tactical consequence
was a devotion to “ direct action ” by the working class itself,
an “ action ” which manifested itself in obstructionism, sabotage
and “ ca’canny”.7
Since revolutionary syndicalism limited itself to the weapons
which its nature and organisation permitted it to wield, its
weapons could only be economic. Its most touted tactical weapon
was to become the famous “ General Strike ” . The strike, which
had hitherto been simply a trade-union method of extracting
capitalist concessions, was to become, for revolutionary syndicalism,
the apocalyptic General Strike with which the epochal new society
was to be ushered in.89 The General Strike was simply a general
laying down of tools accompanied with as much violence as .the
situation demanded.
By assuming such radical mien French syndicalism provoked
further state repression, which in turn made revolutionary
syndicalism’s anti-state, anti-political bias still more pronounced.®
But perhaps more influential than the political conditions under
which syndicalism was nurtured was the intellectual climate in
which it fared. Some of the most outstanding intellectual leaders
of revolutionary syndicalism were anarchists, and their participation
gave a decidedly anarchistic flavour to a movement already disposed
to anti-state postures. Pelloutier, founder of syndicalism, was
an anarchist,10 as were Pouget, Yvetot, Grifluehlhes, Delesalle
and Lagardelle.1112 Cole goes so far as to say that anarchism
7 cf. Sacco, Sloria del Sindacalismo, pp. 328 ff. ; Cole, S elf Government in
Industry, pp. 306 f . ; Prezzolini, La teoria sindacalista, pp. 139 ff.
• The French revolutionaries “ are for struggle, for conquest; they desire
to accomplish great works by force . . . they now set up the General
Strike in which the capitalist regime will be annihilated” . Guieysse, as
cited Sorel, Reflections on Violence, p. 71.
9 “ For the confidence in God of the priests, and for the confidence in the
power of the politicians . . . syndicalism substitutes confidence in itself
. . . (and) . . . direct action . . . . ” Griffuelhes, Syndicat et Syndicalisms,
p. 2.
t* Sorel found cause to rejoice m this fact, vide Reflections, pp. 40.
11 Estey, Revolutionary Syndicalism, p. 127 ; Harley, op. cit., p. 33 ; Brooks,
op. cit., p. 172.
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sired revolutionary syndicalism12 and Bertrand Russell felt that
syndicalism had been directly inspired by anarchist tenets.1213
The syndicalists, themselves, without hesitation, traced their
ancestry back to Proudhon and to Bakunin.14
The consequence of all this, for revolutionary syndicalism,
was an abject abhorrence of the state and an almost hysterical
advocacy o f federalism in Bakunian terms.15 The syndicate were
conceived of as “ free ”, “ spontaneous ” associations o f workers,
collaborating in confederations sustained solely through the
strength of “ voluntary ” contractual agreements — the “ con
federation ” itself entertaining no “ coercive ” powers of control
or administration.16
This devotion to a lax federalism had its basis in the material
conditions in which French syndicalism developed. True, the
movement was anti-political, anti-state by virtue of the fact that
it had developed in a climate o f political suppression and that
the anarchists had acted as intellectual god-parents, but it generally
requires more than historical circumstances and an intellectual
crotchet to set the course for a movement as widespread as was
Revolutionary Syndicalism. Actually the basis for the movement
is to be traced to the organizational singularities of French
trade-unionism. Capitalism, in France, was but a pale kin to
its robust brethren in the Anglo-Saxon lands, and as a consequence
it was dispersed and poorly centralised. The associations for
the defense of labour were, as a further consequence, as equally
dispersed and as poorly centralised. In fact a precocious
“ National Federation of Trade Unions ” , organised in 1884,
had failed largely because Freneh unionism was essentially local
in character and interest. French labour organisations were
related locally through the media of municipal labour councils,
the Bourses du Travail.
It was upon the basis of this very real socio-economic fact that
12 Cole, Self-Government, p. 309.
13 Russell, op. cit,, p. 13.
14 In the publication Syndicalist, for February 1913 is to be found : “ Today,
the ideas of Bakunin are more alive than ever
as cited Russell, op. cit.,
p. 85 n ; cf. Berth, Les Nouveaux Aspects du Socialisme, pp. 18, 43 ;
Estey, op. cit., p. 130 ; Panunzio, Lo Stato Fascista, pp. 66, 72, Stato
Nazionale e Sindacati, p. 95 ; Maximoff, Constructive Anarchism, passim.
15 Compare Bakunin, “ Die commune von Paris und der Staatsbegriff,”
Gesammelte Werke, vol. iii, pp. 268 ff with Lagardelle, Syndicalisms and
Socialisme, p. 48.
is v. Price’s introduction to Estey, op. cit., p. xxx and p. 121 ; Brooks, op.
cit., p. 199. Compare these with Proudhon’s General Idea o f the Revolution
o f the X IX th Century, pp. 112 ff.
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Pelloutier developed his ideas of “ organised anarchy ” w ithout
the necessity of a centralising state apparatus.
In point of fact the local bourses had given every indication
of being capable of functioning in the capacity of a synthesising
agency for the proposed “ productive communes
F o r the
bourse was a local council where the several local industrial unions
would meet to map strategy. In Pelloutier’s concept these bourses,
after the Revolution, would function as local administrative
“ corporations ” creating a plan, locally, for the adequate production
and just distribution of commodities.17 Differences could be
reconciled locally, wages set and the public interest ministered
in these functioning “ producers’ municipalities ” . The workers
would administer the means of production while possession would
rest with society (in practice with the municipality o r commune).1*
Since the workers’ representatives in the local bourse also
represented the workers as consumers no conflict of interest was
conceived between the two. The local commune would distribute
what it produced, what it lacked it would barter for. It was thus
theoretically conceivable for the producers’ commune to reconcile
all its interests “ fraternally ”. (How distribution would be
effected under such a system was left exceedingly vague. Some
demanded the abolition of the wage system and yet suggested no
substitute while others demanded the abolition of money, and
still others harkened back to Marx’s visionary “ from each according
to his ability, to each according to his need ” .)
With the further maturation of French capitalism the practical
basis upon which syndicalism, of this type, could be built dis
appeared. The continued combination o f capitalist enterprises
had lifted the struggle between capital and labour out of the local
arena and the local labour organisations proved themselves incapable
of defending labour’s interests on a national scale.
The subsequent organisation of labour on a national scale
created serious problems for theoretical syndicalism. National
syndicates function admirably well as defenders of labour within
the framework of a capitalist society, but as administrators o f
the means of production within a proposed syndicalist society
their shortcomings are more than apparent.
Should the control (not to speak of “ ownership ” — something
17 cf. Cole, op, cit., pp, 319 ff.
>»cf. Zangara, op. clt., pp. 35 f ; Pelloutier, Histoire des Bourses du Travail,
chap, iv ; Maximoff, op. cil., p. 42.
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which revolutionary syndicalism never envisaged19) of an industry
rest with the workers who find themselves employed within it
and share in its success, who, or what, would protect the community
from the possible rapacity of such a combine ? If capitalist
“ monopolies ”, more limited in extent, more lacking in unity,
than the proposed “syndicalised industries”, could wring tremendous
plunder from society in the form of monopoly profits, what
measure or means could assure the community that the
“ syndicalised industries ” would not seek similar self-advantage20
Once the local organisation o f labour, and the subsequent
reconciliation of the divers interests of productive units on a local
level, are no longer feasible, the problem arises as to what agency
is to minister the general well-being ?21 Who or what is to
intercede should the profiteering of a given syndicate undermine
the national well-being ? or arbitrate between antagonistic
syndicates when the one feels the price policy of the other to be
unfair ?22
The theoretical problem became still more complex in Britain
by reading into the syndicalist text a “ workers’ ownership ” clause.
The French syndicalists had always maintained that ownership
would remain with the community with only “ administration ”
devolving upon the workers, a reservation which implied at least
the possibility of collective control. As a consequence the
theoretical difficulties, in Britain, became more pronounced.
In America, on the other hand, syndicalist ideas had been gathering
momentum for almost thirty years. The rapid consolidation of
American industry prompted the development of national trade19 cf. Cole, op. cit., pp. 319 f.
~
to The Syndicalist State “ is to be one of ‘ free producers', and not citizens,
and it is to be divided up into unions of workmen engaged in the various
processes o f production, and owning collectively the instruments with
which they work. The very obvious reflection upon this proposal is that
the Syndicalist State is to be the very worst form of exploiting State,
composed of groups of distinct interests . . . which must be often in
opposition to each other, generally to the consumers, and always to
incomers . . . . The Self-Governing Workship puts an end to none of
the evils of capitalism, and if it is federated, as the Syndicalists wish, into
a national federation, it becomes a monopoly as dangerous to the
community as a capitalist trust.” MacDonald, Syndicalism, pp. 57 f, 4 ;
vide Estey, op. cit., pp. 193 ff.
21 “ Shall we have, therefore, the railroads to the railwaymen and the glassfactories to the glaziers, the schools to the teachers ? . . . And who is
to counsel their conflicts, and who is to avoid the dissipation of strength
if there is no regulator, and who is to be this regulator ? ” Prezzolmi,
op. cit., pp. 188.
22 “ Syndicalism which aspires to abolish the State will find itself constrained
to reconstruct a central authority to put an end to the rivalry of the divers
productive groups.” Russell, op. cit., pp. 15 f.
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union organizations, which in turn made the local administration
of the means of production (as the original French proposals
had suggested) a practical impossibility. Industry would have
to be conducted on a national scale. American syndicalism,
therefore, never displayed the federalist bias of French syndicalism
with its casual coming together o f productive “ communes ”,
but was essentially distinguished by its “ perfectly co-ordinated,
centralised industrial departments”.23 The theoreticians o f the
Industrial Workers of the World and the Socialist Industrial
Unionists placed tremendous emphasis upon the organisation
of a national congress of syndicates, and its role in the
administration of the nation’s industries.24
The problem, however, remained. Even if an industrial congress
be organised to co-ordinate the national syndicates, what agency
could insure their adherence to contractual obligations, or curb
syndical. self-seeking ? Each syndicate would wield tremendous
power against which the community at large would have no
defense.
By refocusing their emphasis upon national organisation the
American syndicalists succeeded in meeting one of the objections
lodged against the French syndicalist proposals. Industries had,
it was said, organised upon a national scale, therefore syndicalism
could not reasonably advocate the regression to local producers’
communes. Nor could national syndicates be related through
local bourses. National syndicates must, of necessity, meet in
a national congress.
But this solution failed to meet a further, and more pertinent
objection. The national industrial congress would be simply
an inorganic heaping together o f industrial interest groups.
What authority would stand above and beyond their fractional,
factious interests T25
The nagging insistency of this problem demanded solution.
As the cast and character of industry become increasingly national
a solution was sought by establishing the “ national interest ”
above the interests of class and category. Thus at this critical
juncture in the development of syndicalism, it to n e d for strength
to nationalism, and in so doing altered the nature o f both itself
and its ally.
23 n.a. The General Strike, p, 30.
24 cf. Trautmann, One Big Union, pp. 13 ff ; Hass, Socialist Industrial Unionism,
pp. 31 f f ; Brissenden, op. cit., Appendix A.
25 cf. Brooks, op. cit., pp. 208 f f ; Brissenden, op. cit., pp. 14 f.
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Ultimately in England, Italy, Portugal, Austria, Spain, France
and the United States surprisingly similar movements were to
manifest themselves. In part motivated by the Leonine Encyclical
Rerum Novarum in the Latin countries,26 but more so by the very
nature of the problems which confronted it, syndicalism abandoned
its anti-political, anti-State, international disposition and became,
with varying degrees of emphasis, a national syndicalism (or
guildism). To the socio-institutional fact of trade-unionism,
nationalism added the historical, economic and psychological
reality o f nationhood 27
Having once accepted the reality of nationhood, syndicalism
was forced to abandon its unilateral proletarian bias.28 Nationality
became a positive binding principle, and the “ class war ” which
revolutionary syndicalism had conserved, among other theoretical
remnants, from the rag-bag of “ scientific socialism ” was
discarded.2**
The state was to represent the national interest and this
acceptance of the state, which syndicalism adopted from nationalism,
solved the problem of the supervision and control of the divers
interests represented in the several syndicates.3031The state was
to stand above politics and particular interests, and in order to
accomplish this its organisation was to include two houses (where
the most advanced forms of revolutionary syndicalism, Industrial
Unionism, had conceived of only o n e): a political chamber made
up of outstanding personalities which would administer the
collective interest while the lower house, elected on an occupational
franchise, would represent the particular' material interests of
the syndicates.3*
Sabotage, the boycott and disruptionism were abandoned as,
tactics sanctioned by syndicalism in favour of an active devotion
to national interests. So much had nationalism altered the
demeanor of syndicalism !
The Second World W ar ended, in one way or another, almost
all these attempts to resolve the problems to which the West was
heir as a consequence of the industrial revolution. As an actual
26 v. Legaz, Cuatro Estudias sobre Sindicalismo Vertical, pp. 29 f.
27 Corradini, Rinascita Nazionaie, pp. 245 f f ; Zangara, op. cit., pp. 117 f f ;
Biagi, Lo Stato Corporative, pp. 10 f f ; Mussolini, “ Fascismo e Sindacalismo, “ Gerarchia, 571925.
28 Mussolini, Ibid.
29cf. Mussolini, “ To the National Assembly of the Corporation,” Speech
o f May 15, 1937, The Corporate State, p. 99.
30 Panunzio, Stato Nazionaie, p. 94.
31 Ibid., p. 56.
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programme national syndicalism became a casualty of war.
Today national syndicalism, more realistic successor to revo
lutionary or Marxist syndicalism, remains the express policy of
the Confederazione Italiana Sindacati Nazionali Lavoratori (alter-ego
of the M.S.I.), Spanish Falangism, Portuguese “ Guildism ” ,
as well as of a number of groups infused with the spirit o f
Catholic syndicalism.
On the whole, syndicalist theory today (with the exception o f
some innovations made as a consequence o f war-time experience)
remains neglected, victim of war and post-war prosperity which
has lulled the entire West into an intellectual torpor.
Only in England has a pronounced departure in syndicalist
theory evidenced itself. Sir Oswald Mosley has sketched the
outlines of a system called Syndical Socialism, which seems to
derive its motive impulse from the slogans of that revolutionary
syndicalism which made its brief appearance in Britain early in
the century. The cry of “ the mines to the miners ” and “ the
railways to the railway workers ” seems to have been taken up
in earnest.32 The policy of “ workers’ ownership ” is proposed
for industries which have developed to the point where they can
no longer be adequately administered by their respective founders
or his heirs.
This is a singularly British departure, since Continental
syndicalism had never seriously advocated such a policy. How
well suited it is to British industrial conditions is a m oot question,
but theoretically it faces essentially the same problem which
Marxist syndicalism failed to solve : W hat is to be the relationship
between the several syndicates and the community (as represented
by the state in this instance) ?
From all indications Syndical Socialism gives primacy to national
well-being and calls upon the state, as did national syndicalism,
to intercede when that well being appears in jeopardy. Beyond
that the relationship is far from clear. However, as was the case
with national and revolutionary syndicalism before it, Syndical
Socialism purports to be essentially pragmatic33 and, as a con32 That the Continental thesis of workers’ “ administration ” was interpreted
widely in Britain to mean workers’ “ ownership ” is attested to by the fact
that even Ramsay MacDonald in his criticism of Revolutionary Syndicalism
presumed “ workers’ ownership” to be an accepted tenet as did Philip
Snowden, vide MacDonald, op. cil., pp. 3 f ; and Snowden, Socialism and
Syndicalism, p. 238. Compare this with Cole’s excellent exposition on
the French position concerning the disposition to be made of the “ means
of production ” . Cole, op. cil., pp. 319 f.
33 Mosley, Policy and Debate, p. 34.
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sequence, seems ready to employ the state as necessity demands.34
The prospect of “ workers’ ownership ” of some industries
in the service of their collective profit, however, coupled with the
proposed “ independence ” of other sectors of the economy
(animated equally by the profit motive o f “ individual initiative ”)
complicate the picture considerably.
It is here that national syndicalism and Syndical Socialism
decidedly part company. National syndicalism maintained that
the ownership of property constituted first a social trust and only
secondarily a medium of profit accumulation.35 As long as this
remains so the state can act as arbiter in the public interest.
But if the ownership of property (whether by workers or
capitalists) is conceived of as primarily a means of accruing
personal, private profit and only tangentially administered in the
public interest, as is the case with Syndical Socialism,36 state
intercession becomes, in the eyes of the people, at its worse,
tyrannical and arbitrary, and at its best, irritating and inhibitory.
One cannot establish a system on the premise of private gain
and then proceed to thwart the race for profits by the state super
vision of prices and wages. And yet, in the face of contemporary
problems, Syndical Socialism has found it necessary to suggest
just such a policy.37
Liberalism, on the other hand, had been consistent in this respect.
Private gain was accepted as a theoretical premise and served
in fact. In the liberal scheme of things the state was to be
conspicuous by its absence.
National syndicalism was equally consistent. It denied that
the struggle for private gain was in itself admirable or conducive
to the collective well-being. And it acted upon this preposition.
The state was a recognised arbiter throughout the extent of the
national economy. Where necessary it stimulated the impulse
34Mosley, “ Autom ation: Problem and Solution,” European, October 1955.
35 “ The Nation . . . is above individuals, categories, and classes - . . .
The interests o f individuals, of categories and of classes acquire a title to
legitimacy as they are encompassed within the framework of the superior
national interests.” Pighetti, Sindacalismo Fascisla, p. 18.
34 “ . . . what makes the individual work ? The answer is . . . a man
works for himself and his family ; and why not ? . . . This is a deeprooted and altogether natural instinct . . . . The instinct goes further and
seeks the ever-increasing well-being of self and family . . . it is only right
and natural. The only . . . limitation to this instinct is the well-being of
others. A man should be encouraged to serve the interests of self and
family . . . ” Mosley, European Socialism, 1951, p. 7.
37 Mosley, “ Automation ” ,
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and prompted the restraint. And private profit was, a t best,
a by-product in the productive process.
Syndical Socialism seems, in this respect, to attem pt a synthesis
of opposites. In doing so it accepts the principle o f private profit,
and yet entertains state interference to ensure collective well-being.
An industrial syndicate, as long as its accepted motive is profit
maximization, finds itself constantly hampered by state regulation.
State initiative becomes interference and restraint becomes
oppressive. Such a conflict of principle with practice can
only lead to continual friction between the industrial workers’
combines, private enterprises and the state.
And yet while all this can, and perhaps must, be said o f
Syndical Socialism its tremendous value must not, as a consequence,
be obscured. It is the only contemporary political concept which
deals with the complex problems which afflct our world — and
if occasionally a plume from the exotic costume o f a Proudhon,
or a Bakunin, or a Kropotkin should make its appearance in the
accoutrements of what maintains itself to be a m odem doctrine
— we can be indulgent. For whatever its shortcomings m odem
British syndicalism keeps alive a tradition o f revolution in an age
of conformity, and in a time that has turned its back upon history,
British syndicalism reaffirms a faith in the men, the accomplish
ments and the institutions of Europe.
Tomorrow we shall be the heirs of the chaos which, even today,
lies heavy in the womb of the West. Syndicalism, which in the
past has offered Europe greatness, may well, once again, offer
it sanctuary, succour and a future.
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EVOLUTION AND
THE MODERN STATE
by ROGER PEARSON M.Sc (Econ).
OME MONTHS AGO I was browsing through Essays on
Human Evolution* by the eminent British anthropologist,
Sir A rthur Keith, and I was interested to find therein a plainly
spoken analysis of the pre-war German eugenic policy. Sir Arthur
Keith’s observations, which many will see as a defence of Hitlerite
philosophy, are of great importance, coming as they do from an
Englishman, who is perhaps the world’s leading authority on
evolution.
Sir A rthur holds the opinion that amongst the higher forms
of animal life evolution takes place not as a struggle of individual
against individual, but as the war of tribe against tribe and nation
against nation.
It is the co-operation of individuals, each
belonging to larger, competing units, that is the basic achievement
of higher life, and it is by competitive selection between different
tribes or races that evolution largely proceeds.
Again, from the point o f view and for the necessary purpose
of evolution a tribe or nation is not merely a collection of
individuals, but a corporate body which, to quote Sir Arthur,
“ nature has entrusted with an assortment of human seed or genes,
the assortment differing in some degree from that entrusted to
any other tribe. If the genes are to work out their evolutionary
effect, then it is necessary that the tribe or corporation should
maintain its integrity through an infinity of generations.”
Variations in the genes occur from time to time as a result of
* Watts & Co., 1946.
:

S
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“ mutations ” created by nature, and the popular idea th at a
mingling of distinct races is necessary to ensure change or
progress is, in the truest meaning of the word, nonsense. The
effect of a mingling of races is to interfere with the work of
evolution, by destroying the pattern of mutations before the
process can reach maturity. “ If a tribe loses its integrity ” ,
Sir Arthur shows, “ by a slackening of the social code, by a lack
of courage or skill to defend itself from the aggression of
neighbouring tribes, or by free interbreeding with its neighbours
and thus scattering its genes, then that tribe as an evolutionary
venture has come to an untimely end.” If a nation with a more
advanced or superior set of genes mingles with — instead of
ignoring or destroying — an inferior tribe, then it commits national
suicide, and destroys the work of thousands of years of isolation
and natural selection.
Viewed from the standpoint of these convictions, Sir A rthur,
as an anthropologist, declares that Adolf Hitler was an evolutionist
in both theory and practice. In short, for the N ational Socialists
the “ national ” frontier of Europe was also the “ evolutionary ”
frontier, and the Fuehrer gave the idea of the “ nation ” or
“ tribe ” an almost religious sanctity, declaring : “ it is not for
men to discuss the question why Providence created different races,
but rather to recognise that it punishes those who disregard its
work of creation ”. As Sir Arthur Keith observes, “ the German
Fuehrer, like Bishop Barnes and many o f our more intellectual
clergy, regards evolution as God’s mode of creation ” . Such an
attitude is, indeed, the only way in which a belief in Christianity
can be reconciled with the findings of science. W ith this Sir
Arthur evidently concurs, for he adds, “ here we have expounded
the perfectly sound doctrine of evolutionary isolation (the voluntary
or enforced avoidance of cross-marriage) ” , and also that, “ Sir
Francis Galton, the founder of eugenics, taught a somewhat
similar evolutionary doctrine ” .
Whether or not we agree with this “ religious ” acceptance
of the laws of evolution — and the idea that the purpose or
intention of an unknown Providence must be blindly accepted
with it — we cannot but accept the reality o f the laws themselves.
By them nature has raised the anthropoids far above the simple
organic states from which life first sprang ; and now th at human
science has unveiled so many of these laws it would be ludicrous
if we were to choose consciously to ignore the use of such
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knowledge. We cannot afford to disregard the natural laws which
govern our very character in favour of the whims and fancies of
passing generations. Nature, as Sir Arthur points out, has endowed
us with an inherent fear of incest in order to ensure that the social
and tribal circle is large enough to provide for a wider mental
life and for a greater degree of social organisation. But at the
same time nature has also endowed us with an inherent fear of
tribes which differ from our own in shape or colour, which is
intended, under natural conditions, to prevent a loss of genetic
homogeneity should two widely different tribes chance to come
into geographical proximity. In a civilised state we often
endeavour to train ourselves to overcome such “ prejudice ” , but
tribalism is inborn in us for good reason, for when tribal antipathies
die the species becomes mongrelised, the pattern of genes is lost,
and the work of evolution is destroyed. Promising species are
annihilated, while the product of harmful mutations survives,
instead of meeting the natural death which competition, instead
of assimilation, would have brought it.
In order, therefore, to adhere to the laws of evolution, the German
National Socialists fanned the rational appreciation of race and
evolution in Germany. The national or tribal spirit was stirred,
unity o f spirit and unity of purpose were encouraged as the ONLY
way to survival in a world which, distorted by man’s imperfect
attempts at civilised life, is yet, and will always be, subject to
the physical laws o f nature. No German was to be guilty of
introducing or spreading hybridity, imperfect stock within the
nation was to be discouraged from reproduction, and those who
were fit were to endeavour to raise the birth rate, in order that
the German nation might grow in numbers and strength in
competition with the ever increasing millions who pressed upon
the borders o f Europe.
Only in the attitude o f the National Socialists to the Jews does
Sir A rthur Keith suggest that their policy might have been at
variance with the purpose of evolution. Hitler saw in the Jews
a constant threat of intermarriage — a source of alien blood
which in the course of time might well lead to the mongrelisation
o f the German people. The cruel policy of Hitler towards the
Jews, Sir A rthur concedes, cannot “ be explained by attributing
to it a mere satisfaction of a lust, or a search for a scapegoat on
which Germany can wreak her wrath from the ills which followed
her defeat in 1918. The Church in Spain subjected the Jews to
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the cruelty of the Inquisition, but no one ever sought to explain
the Church’s behaviour by suggesting that she had a lust for
cruelty that had to be satisfied.” But where Sir A rthur does find
fault withjthe National Socialist persecution of the Jews, (beyond,
of course, abhorring the brutalities that accompanied the “ tribal ”
war) is in his claim that the Jews, like the pre-war Germans,
also believed in racial purity : “ for two thousand years,” he
writes, “ living amid European communities, they (the Jews) have
maintained their identity ; it is an article o f their creed, as it is
of Hitler’s, to breed true. They, too, practise an evolutionary
doctrine.” Such an opinion must clearly stand or fall with the
truth of his claim that the Jews breed true ; there can be no doubt
that the Orthodox Jew does so, but Louis Wirth, in The Ghetto,
shows that in modern times there is a strong tendency for the
Western Jew to endeavour to break away from his own community
and to attempt to lose his identity and mingle freely with the
Gentiles.
Sir Arthur’s opinions should stimulate considerable thought
in the minds of his readers, at a time when immigration into the
British Isles has reached unprecedented numbers, and the ever
increasing percentage of Asiatic and African blood in our cities
is threatening to contaminate the entire population. While the
best of the nation are selectively destroyed by warfare, their places
at home are taken by an entirely alien species, and the stock of
the men of Agincourt, Trafalgar, Waterloo and Arnhem is brought
rapidly nearer extinction. Another evolutionary experiment is
on its way to an untimely end.
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M en and Books III
by DESMOND STEWART
H E FIRST VOLUME of Steven Runciman’s History o f the
Crusades* came out five years ago, but I have been reading
it this winter in my garden. I mention my garden, because it is
in Baghdad, and being in the east, one can read things years late
with no sense of guilt a t not being up to the moment. The book
tells, with a simplicity of narrative to shame any suspense-making
detectivist, the tale of the Crusades — a word with associations
going back to the nursery, the pulpit, the schoolroom, the cinema,
the Mediterranean holiday, the visit to the museum.
Baghdad is a good place in which to read about the Crusades.
Although it was beyond the reach of the Franks, the caliphal
city must have come into their dreams. Indeed, I remember
hearing that the Hertfordshire town of Baldock, now famous
for women’s stockings, was named so by a House of Knights
Templar there resident. Returned from the Crusades without
having taken Baghdad, they christened their village Baldock.
(This story depends on the notion that the Italian name for
Baghdad was Baldocco. On modem Italian maps it is spelt as
I spell it, but without the “ h ”, which shows that the third sound
in the name is not an English g, but a Parisian “ r ” .)
Perhaps because Baghdad was never invaded by barbarians
carrying crosses and vindictive swords, its people lack the craft
and hostility of the Arabs of the Mediterranean seaboard.
Neither could the Iraqis ever be described as fanatical. On the
other hand, the only word for the Crusaders is “ barbarian” .
Everywhere they went, they slaughtered, whether Jews, Moslems
or Christians o f the eastern church. And when at last they took
* Cambridge, 1951
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Jerusalem, they celebrated their victory by a massacre.
mosque of Omar was knee-deep in corpses.

The

“ The massacre of Jerusalem profoundly impressed all the
world. No one can say how many victims it involved, b u t it
emptied Jerusalem of its Moslem and Jewish inhabitants.
Many even of the Christians were horrified at what had been
done ; and amongst the Moslems, who had been ready hitherto
to accept the Franks as another factor in the tangled politics
of the time, there was henceforward a clear determ ination th at
the Franks must be driven out. I t was this bloodthirsty p roof
of Christian fanaticism that recreated the fanaticism o f Islam.
When, later, wiser Latins in the East sought to find some basis
on which Christians and Moslems could work together, the
memory of the massacre stood always in their way.”
As I read of Baldwin, Godfrey and Raymond, I hear from the
kitchen quarters a cacophonous but friendly duet from Hashim,
our Arab houseboy, and Hanna, our Assyrian cook. H ashim is
one of the many Arabs who have emigrated to Baghdad from
the southern marshes. He is o f the Shia sect, which divides from
the Sunni majority in believing that the imamate o f Islam should
pass in unbroken sucession through the descendants o f Ali, cousin
and son-in-law of Muhammad. Hanna is a Christian, from a
remote mountain village on the Turkish border. Curly haired,
fair, and stalwart, he is not sure of his age, b u t thinks it m ust be
about eighteen. He is a “ Jacobite ” , from one o f the heretical
churches which the tolerance of Islam preserved and fossilised.
He is proud not to belong to the sect, which is U niate with Rome.
(Is it prejudice, or are the Uniates less pleasant than the schismatics ?
The reasons for becoming Uniate, like so many theologians’
motives, were political: the desire, in the reign o f A bdul H am id
the Terrible, to be protected by a western church.)
Hanna’s village, called Bass, like the English beer, is on no map
that I have ever seen.
“ You go by train to Mosul,” Hanna says, “ then by bus to
Dahok, then car to Aradin, and from Aradin it is four hours
on foot into the mountains ” .
Hanna was brought to us by his brother-in-law four years ago.
We had needed someone to help with the cleaning, and this ugly
faithful old cook (now back in the north at rice-cultivation, a jo b
for which he is probably more qualified than cooking) “ sent
message” by the grapevine which, among illiterates, works as
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fast as express letters. One morning a child with startled eyes
was brought to us. He spoke no English, and only one Arabic
phrase, which he used in answer to every question : wallah tua
adri — By God, I don’t know. After four years in Baghdad,
he speaks Arabic well, though with an evident accent, and enough
English to dismiss expatriate ladies on Poppy Days ; he also
manages a pressure cooker and Westinghouse oven with great
skill.
Bass I have never seen, but Hanna talks of it. High on its
mountain, it numbers about one hundred and twenty souls.
Simple people, do they react to natural beauty ? or is that a
reaction peculiar to the Wordsworths and the sophisticates ?
He says, “ Yes, there are trees, with every kind of fruit. Springs ?
Oh, so many springs of w a te r! ” “ Is there a church ? ”
“ Yes, a small church, and a small mosque too. The church
has no tower and the mosque has no minaret.” Half the people
are Kurdish Moslems, the other half are Assyrians. They live
in amity and visit each other on each other’s feasts. They all
wear Kurdish clothes (in Baghdad Hanna wears blue jeans and
sports shirts), the only difference being that the Moslems wear
huge fringed turbans and the Christians coloured wool skull caps.
In Baghdad, however, the amity between faiths is not so noticeable.
Hanna gets on with Hashim, because he has always lived on friendly
terms with Moslems. But most of the Assyrians in Iraq came
as refugees from Turkey after the first world war. They live in
areas of the city still called “ camps ” , though the houses are now
brick. Rome claims many converts, and the converted imply,
by their behaviour, that to be a Christian is to get drunk, eat
pig-meat and behave immodestly with women. Fights are frequent
when on Sundays the Christians begin taunting the Moslems
with being backward.
Runciman’s masterpiece — it is nothing less — keeps, through
all the events, and all the details, the three parties to the Crusades
before one’s eyes : the Franks, the Moslems and the Eastern
Christians. It was the Eastern Christians, the Byzantines, the
eirenic heirs to Plato and Sophocles, who were the victims.
Islam, initially surprised, recoiled and in its own time replied.
“ It was, above all, the disunion of the Arabs, that permitted the
small intrusive state to be established within their lands.”
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United under Saladin, the Arabs destroyed the Kingdom o f
Jerusalem, just as, in the future, they will doubtless uproot another
state “ intrusive in their lands
But for the Eastern Christians, the Crusades proved f a t a l :
first, there was the material damage to the power o f Byzantium,
the mainstay of Eastern Christendom ; second, the old relationship
between Christian and Moslem was destroyed. Seeing these
barbarians with the Cross pillaging in the Levant, the Moslems,
for the first time since Muhammad, began too to hate the “ people
of the Book ” in their midst. They began to suspect collusion
between the Christians of Asia and these invaders from the west.
(Just as today, they have begun to suspect the eastern Jews of
being in collusion with the invaders o f Israel.) As a result, the
rich civilisation of Christian Asia withered, and the seed which
had once fallen on good ground, sprouted only in p o o r villages
on remote hills.
Is there any lesson from the history o f Crusades ?
armed efforts for an idea unjustifiable ?

Are all

He would be rash who would assert that the G reek wars, and
victories, against the Persians were unim portant. W ithout
Marathon and Salamis, Hellenic civilisation might have perished
without a name. But the Hellenes were resisting an invading
monolith of inferior culture — if by culture something spiritual
and intellectual is implied. The Crusaders could make no such
claims: their war was not defensive, and their culture was not
superior. The Hellenes were a people whose boast o f cultural
superiority was a recognition of objective fact. They were free
men, free to ask questions and free to accept the answers. The
Crusaders were dirtier, more fanatical, less cultured than the
peoples they crusaded among (and from whom they to o k much).
No, one is sceptical about Crusades after reading this history.
One realises again, the difference between the labels on
bottles, and their contents. The fact that General Eisenhower
called his ghost-written book Crusade in Europe will in no way
improve the standing of this word. If Crusades were all th at
the world had to go on, in discussing religion, the last w ord would
be Lucretius’s line on the sacrifice of the deceived lphigeneia :
tantum religio potuit suadere malorum.
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AST M ONTH I wrote complaining about the ruin of Grosvenor
Square garden, and almost at once another, worse blow fell
on this formerly agreeable bit of London. The Americans
published their plan for demolishing the whole of the west side
of the square, and the hideous design for what looks like a factory
made o f brick and glass they intend putting up in its place.
Apparently it is to be an American library, whatever that may mean.
There is a delightful public library next door to the Grosvenor
Chapel, about a hundred yards away, and of course the British
Museum is easily accessible. If a specifically American library
is really needed, could it not be housed by closing the gap on the
north side o f the sq u are.? The space is certainly as big as that
occupied by the London Library in St. James’s Square.
W hat is m eant by an American library ? A library with books
by Henry Miller and W alt Whitman, or used by American
readers ? If the latter, I recommend the upstairs reading-room
of the South Audley Street library, with its view across the
peaceful gardens to the Jesuit church of the Immaculate Conception.
This new building promises to be almost (though admittedly
not quite) as dreadful as the medecine school in the rue Jacob.
N ot quite, firstly because it will be a big modern building among
other big and predominantly modem buildings, not completely
out of scale like the white monstrosity which towers above the
little old houses in Paris’s 6th arrondissement, and secondly because
there are (so far as one could see) no sculptures adorning it.
★

★

★

The death of the French writer and critic Paul Leautaud is
announced. I imagine the English wireless would never allow a
native Ldautaud (supposing such a person existed) to broadcast.
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What he said about others would have drawn a shower of writs
for slhnder, what he said about himself a deluge o f angry letters
from outraged respectability. The illegitimate son of the prom pter
at the Comedie Franpaise, he kept back none o f the details o f
his own irregular sex life, nor his violently scathing opinions o f
other writers. His cynical and sarcastic laugh echoed round
France, and as a broadcaster he became a thousand times more
famous in his old age than he had ever been as a writer.
He was a particularly unusual and uninhibited person, but the
fact is that on the wireless, and still more on television, personality
counts higher than it ever did. Television is a magnifying glass
beneath which the men and women who appear are seen larger
(and, I am afraid, uglier) than life.
★

★

★

Richard III is the most successful attempt yet made to film
Shakespeare’s plays. Once we have got over our surprise at
knowing everyone at Edward IV’s court so well by sight (they
are all there, Cedric Hardwicke, John Gielgud, Ralph Richardson
as well as Laurence Olivier) we settle down to three hours of
enjoyment. It is beautifully acted and spoken, and Olivier is
brilliant. I could not quite make out where it was all supposed
to be taking place, it seemed to be on a hill overlooking the Tower
of London. But the buildings are very pretty, like the background
of a Fouquet miniature. The dresses on the other hand, particularly
in the coronation scene at the beginning, look cheap and papery.
Is the future King Henry VII supposed to have a Welsh accent ?
He sounded like somebody rather unsuccessfully imitating a yokel.

★

★

★

During the freezing weather a few weeks ago there was a strange
sight in Hill S treet; the whole of the front of one of the houses
appeared to be a frozen waterfall, a cascade o f fantastic icicles
decorating it from roof to area for several days.
D .M .
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Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill’s
The Threepenny Opera
(RO YA L C O U R T THEATRE)

by MICHAEL HARALD

I

AM VERY G LA D th at the twenty-seven year-old Threepenny
Opera has a t last been produced in London, if only to
allow that highly articulate majority o f loyal Brechtians which
has not hitherto seen a Brecht play to verily its intuitions
experientially. It is always good for the proselytizer to have
facts as well as faith.
W hat is a Brechtian ? is a question which might be puzzling
some readers at this juncture. Mr. Kenneth Tynan’s definition
is a good one, although I quote it somewhat cautiously and
counsel you to accept it with reserve. I am not altogether
convinced that M r. Tynan is not a secret member of the brotherhood!
“ A Brechtian, let me explain, is one who believes that low
dram a with high principles is better than high principles with
no audience ; that the worst plays are those which depend
wholly on suspense and the illusion o f re a lity ; and that the
dram a of the future will be a wedding of song and narrative
in which neither partner marries beneath itself.”
The London Brechtian — I am unaware o f the habits of country
members— moves in espresso-land, where it’s always nearly midnight
and the last bus missed to Streatham. The Court Theatre is in
the heart of this territory. Here, nightly, in any one of a, dozen
espressi, post-mortems on H err Brecht’s Dreigroschenoper are
conducted — in cold coffee, so to speak. Here you might
reasonably hope to encounter an affable Brechtian who will explain
to you just where the London production went wrong, and that
you really ought to see it in Berlin (East) where Brecht directs
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his own company ; and such a company ! W ords fail him ;
it is clear that Brecht is untranslatable. But for G od’s sake don’t
coax him with German, or ask him when he was last in Berlin
(East); there may be no brazen Brechtian at hand to relieve
him with short staccato volleys in which the words proletarisch,
Feilbieten, Kapitalist, Blutbad and — unaccountably — Zeitgeist
evoke a vision, not of “ the drama o f the future ”, b u t o f drama
long dead and buried in the grave o f the Expressionist 1920’s.
The characters and much of the action o f this entertainment
are borrowed (“ stolen ” would be a better word, perhaps, since
neither the author nor his work are anywhere acknowledged in
the programme) from Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera. M acheath the
highwayman becomes Mack the Kmfe, and his rogues’ kitchen
is located in the Soho of the Edwardian era. His gang, to an
Elizabethan ear, sounds at roll-call like Disney crossed with the
Police Gazette: Readymoney M att, Crookfinger Jake, Bob the
Slasher and Walt Dreary. His philosophy, tunelessly expounded
in ballad form, is a somewhat ambiguous one, as might be
expected in view of his profession and character. W hat is
unexpected is that it appears to have been acquired by a prolonged
study of the writings o f Bernard Shaw, Samuel Smiles and Lady
Docker. We learn that the world’s no fun with empty pockets,
that guts and the gambling instinct are essential to success in life,
that a sufficient income is necessary to the practise o f virtue.
While we’re still reeling under the impact o f these startling
truths, Macheath jumps outside his character (very Brechtian,
this) and, as the actor Mr. Bill Owen, steps on to a soapbox
helpfully labelled “ soapbox ” and delivers his author’s message
neat. “ Where’s the crime in robbing a bank compared
with the crime of founding a bank ? ” he asks angrily.
“ Where indeed ! ” echo the sixteen-and-sixpenny stalls sym
pathetically, secure in the knowledge that they bank, n o t in
Soho, but in the North-west suburbs. Mr. Peachum’s progress
is arrested at an earlier period of villainy ; he professes to be
Mack’s contemporary and implacable foe, but his author has
inconstantly isolated him with the early Dickens, a Fagin with
a foreknowledge of Karl Marx and Keir Hardie. M r. Peachum,
in common withf Macheath and, indeed, most of H err Brecht’s
puppets, is often sententious, much given to the ra p t utterance
of gnomic truths. This grows tiresome. The double face of
Church and State ; the venality of the police ; the cruel mockery
of morality preached at empty bellies, the tedium o f the whore’s
profession, are all aspects of the human comedy with which we
are sufficiently well acquainted. The climax o f the piece —
Macheath’s hanging and the last-minute reprieve —(was completely
botched. Brecht’s method here is to move from comedy to
drum-rattling tension,'and then, when the reprieve arrives, to forestall
the audience’s pleasurable relief by bringing a character forward
qua actor to explain that we shouldn’t be feeling anything — it’s
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only acting, an exercise in mimetics. This, well done, would
seem to me not worth doing ; badly done, as it was the other
evening, it came over as an insult, a crude and loutish tampering
with the delicate machinery of communicative drama.
By Brechtian standards I am obviously no judge o f acting, and
therefore my comments must be regarded as purely tentative.
I will hazard a guess, however, that the maestro, if he has seen
this production, has had some harsh and gutteral words to say
to his London impresario. The only way in which Mr. Owen
will ever succeed as Macheath is — to quote a piece of advice
once proffered to Beerbohm Tree — to get born all over again
as unlike himself as possible. Polly was poorly played by Miss
Daphne Anderson ; and I didn’t mind a bit, for this actress is
the prettiest pouter on the London stage and never for a moment
seems aware of it. I preferred her to several of her more talented
colleagues on the arbitrary principle that one Rowena is more
pleasing than a stage full of Rebeccas. Mr. Eric Pohlmann’s
Mr. Peachum was a shade too heavy for my taste, but his gloom
may well have been induced by the actress who impersonated
Mrs. Peachum — an excruciating performance even judged by
current Sloane Square standards. Miss Georgia Brown speaks
nicely and sings in tune and altogether behaves like a professional
actress sure o f her craft. The best number — “ Pirate Jenny”
— was sung and acted with great force and some virtuosity by
Miss M aria Remusat who, with Miss Brown, can claim, if she
wishes, to share whatever honour is attached to the representation.
The music, which I had nearly forgotten, is by Brecht’s collaborator,
Kurt Weill, and includes one extremely pleasant melody called
“ The Bide-a-Wee ” which I had mistakenly assumed since early
childhood to be the work of somebody else, a friend of my
grandfather’s, and had known as “ Zuider Zee ” .
I repeat, impenitently, that I am glad The Threepenny Opera
has been produced here. Pour encourager les autres ! There
are others, and one — Mother Courage — has already been
translated and produced on the B.B.C.’s Third Programme.
A stage production is threatened. The play came over the radio
incomprehensibly, with a great deal, apparently, to excite the actors,
but nothing to disturb my conviction that it were better to hang
oneself than listen to the repeat performance. But perhaps Brecht
is untranslatable, and you really ought to see it in Berlin (East).
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CINEMA:

Sponsored Freedom
by V I N C E N T M U R R A Y
XPERIMENT for experiment’s sake has always seemed to
me a dead-end occupation. One has only to glance at
current American amateur film-production to be fully aware of
the stultifying effect of such a policy. Imagine my apprehension,
then, on discovering some months ago that the British Film
Institute had opened an Experimental Production F und to finance
independent work in the film. Arty-crafty M aya Deren-type
productions sprang to mind. The first concrete results at hand,
however, greatly exceed expectation. Two o f the films, Together
and Mamma Don’t Allow, both produced under B.F.I. sponsorship
and recently shown at the National Film Theatre, are adult works
commenting, each in its own way, on the English social scene.
Perhaps the very title of the programme, Free Cinema, should
have conveyed some idea o f the films’ originality, b u t words in
the cinema come to mean little when a few years can bring
“ avant-garde ” , “ experimental ” , “ living ” and now “ free ”
cinema into our film-vocabulary. I f “ free ” is taken to imply
a freedom of approach to equally freely chosen subjects (as indeed
it seems to here), then I am all for it, as it has resulted in one of
the finest short-films made in this country for m any years.
Together is a simple story of two deaf-mutes and their life in
London’s East End. It is the work o f an Italian director
Lorenza Mazetti, whose name was unfamiliar to me, b u t who
should go on to make a mark in cinema if the industry will let
her. Without dialogue, without conventional plot-development
the film goes deep into the habits, dreams and fears o f these
isolated creatures and sharply, sadly but never sentimentally
makes us feel their predicament. Mamma Don't Allow strikes
nearer the surface. Karel Reisz and Tony Richardson have
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compounded a bouncing, sweating, rocking atmospheric piece
out of wild antics in a dance-hall. Affection and humour abound,
qualities not to be found in Lindsay Anderson’s O Dreamland,
coupled with the two previous films but independently financed.
Its frank impression of the sadistic horrors served up to a willing
holiday public at a typical resort certainly merits its inclusion
under “ free cinema ” , and its anger lends it a driving force lacking
in most documentaries. One has to go back to Paul Rotha’s
World o f Plenty and The World is Rich in the forties for examples
o f such bold, forthright statement in British cinema. O Dreamland
comes as a timely reminder of what documentary could be.
From the observed to the confected, and two finer concoctions
than The Big Knife and The Desperate Hours (now to be seen
throughout the country) can scarcely be imagined. N ot that
they are badly put over — far from it, for the latter film is by
William Wyler who learned how to transfer a play slickly to the
screen way back in the thirties. It is just that the plots seem so
tired, the acting so irritatingly standard. The Big Knife, for
example, is adapted from a Clifford Odets play that contains
one or two powerfully written scenes, but much that is very lame.
In its London stage-version it remains in the memory as the
play that caused Erich von Stroheim (always agin the producers
after what he claims they did to his films) to burst into angry
comment at a point in the action where producer and star come
into rather violent contact. Jack Palance plays Charlie Castle,
the successful movie-star who ultimately commits suicide due,
one assumes, to the rigours o f the Hollywood star-system (though
the motivation on this point is obscure). Robert Aldrich directs
with competence.
The Desperate Hours comes from a play by Joseph Hayes,
also recently seen in London, when its confined action and tense
plot earmarked it as a future film-subject. William Wyler, whose
direction of The Little Foxes ranks as an American classic of
film-interpretation, adapts it smoothly but rather heavily. Luckily
the material is strong enough to stand it, though a little more
invention in the conventional script would have livened things up.
The Night Holds Terror, previously reviewed in these columns,
told a similar story o f hold-up at home, with no star-names and
not a trace of Wyler’s glossy style, but with a vigour and excitement
that make this one look like an academic exercise. Frederic
March, Humphrey Bogart and M artha Scott give good performances
within the limits of the stereotyped characterization.
Crazy comics are not really my line. The more uncontrolled
antics o f Jerry Lewis leave me as cold as the gibberingsof the early
Danny Kaye. Both these players, though, have moments in thenlatest films that suggest reserves of ability not normally apparent.
Artists and Models has a crack-pot plot of day-dreams, secretweapons and spies with Jerry Lewis as the pivot o f trouble.
There is a scene in the office o f a comic-book publishing firm
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where Lewis attempts to sell the highly-strung publisher his gentle
stories of bunnies and goosies when all the publisher wants is
blood and gore. Beautifully played by both actors this sequence
has a freshness and sense of balance rare in the M artin and
Lewis comedies, and shows that a feeling for cinema can make
itself felt in the most unlikely places.
The new Danny Kaye The Court Jester, for example, is full
of such moments. A spacious tale of court-intrigue in the
Middle-Ages, the film is a well-written, good-humoured parody
(much of it in irresistible rhyming patter) of the Fairbanks’ all, fighting, all-leaping epic, and with a mellowed Kaye in the lead
makes most pleasant entertainment.
The new version of Cinerama spectacle offers little improvement
on the old. The joins are still most obvious (wait for the Todd
process !) and the attempt at a story-line is pathetic. Cinerama’s
one advantage, if it has one now that a much improved Cinemascope
is on its way, lies solely in its spectacle, and once more it is there
in abundance.

THE EUROPEAN AT TABLE

Exotic Food
by R O B IN A D A IR
OMETIMES, as the seasons change, our palates become jaded
so that we tire of even the best things we are used to. The
very mention, in a newspaper, of some foreign port, or a terminal
railway station which leads to the international trains de luxe,
or the sound of a ship’s siren, melancholy yet thrilling, disturb us.
The boats at the docks, against the grey buildings of the City
— what is their cargo ? Names of tropical islands, strange fruits,
queer vegetables, spices and condiments, interest the gourmet,
perhaps, more than other people in this travel-loving nation.
If we cannot go abroad, the vast organisation of modern transport
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can bring all these delights to our tables. So we console ourselves
and build up a repertory o f dishes which for the want o f a better
word we call “ exotic
But they m ust be really good, and not
merely queer or “ amusing
Freakish menus are to be avoided
at all costs.
Amongst my own contributions is the Avocado P ear Volga,
quite delicious and charming to look at. C ut lengthways in the
usual way, remove the stones and season lightly with salt and
pepper, lemon juice and a little olive oil. Now fill the cavities
with . . . caviare. N o t a preposturous extravagance if we use
one of the readily available N ordic or French ones. The grains
— black, not red — are admittedly tiny, b u t the taste has all the
subtle charm. I have m et other Avocado Pears stuffed with
shrimps, prawns and even once, with Scampi bound in a M ornay
sauce. This was too much for me b u t a chacun sa veriti.
Cotelettes des Indes — Another o f mine ; I find it incomparable
and always a great success. Two real cutlets, n o t chops, for each
person ; beautifully trimmed, rubbed on both sides with salt,
pepper and a little olive oil or butter. Cook, turning on both
sides, very quickly and a point according to our own taste, on
a really hot grill. Have ready sufficient thinly cut slices o f fresh
pineapple, peeled and trim med with the h ard core removed.
Rub all over with a clove o f garlic and dust lightly with salt.
Now spread evenly with mango chutney, using the juice and
finely chopped fruit, mashing to a purie, cut into neat triangles
or rounds placing one in the centre o f each cutlet. Serve with
croquettes of potato purie in which you have worked a little o f
the chutney juice. Dispose the cutlets on a h o t serving dish,
large enough to accomodate a flanking of the croquettes.
Sprinkle the whole with chopped fines herbes including, when
possible, dill. A truly memorable entrei, as indeed is m y :
Poulet Indo-Irlandaise, where East meets W est over the cooking
pots and a bottle of Irish Whisky. Prepare and roast the chicken,
a lovely golden brown with a crisp skin. Remove, carve in
pieces and keep them h o t in a m etal serving dish, making a plain
gravy but with a good squeeze o f lemon juice, no flour ; strain
this over the chicken. Prepare separately a “ devil ” sauce — like
Hollandaise, but as well as egg yolks, butter, curry powder, dash
of Worcester sauce and a little cream, salt and pepper. W ork
this, in a small saucepan over one o f boiling water, with a wooden
spoon until thick. T urn into a sauce boat, unheated, o r it might
make the sauce curdle. P our a good “ to t ” o f Irish whisky
over the chicken, flam bez and shake till the flames die o u t ; this
of course should be done in the dining room handing the sauce
separately, also a crisp, lightly dressed salad such as watercress
or other green salading, strips o f celery and beetroot. Nothing
else, no vegetable, n o t even a potato.
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I THINK CONTINUALLY
OF THOSE WHO ARE TRULY
BLACK
For Stephen
by A L A N N E A M E
I think continually of those who are truly black
not tinted merely
nor blanched by a temperate sun,
not the halfcaste spawn of the knee-trembling alley
or of unions consummated as acts of daring against race purity laws,
as acts of condescension or charity,
as holocausts offered to racial parity,
not the shamefaced quadroon,
creole, often glamorous hybrid,
nor mimetic octaroon ;
but the fullblooded black.
To the negro heaving in dockland
bearing the blackman’s burden
to the moan of inverted "pride
— Je ne suis qu’un pauvre homme de couleur —
to the negro content to be bear-led
from fair to fair
— The Biggest Gollywog on Earth —
to the swallow-tailed pianist
black as his grand-piano
who thunders and sobs
— Nobody loves you when you’re down and out —
I say : Capitalisers on your own abjection, get b a c k !
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To the faithless fellow-traveller
to the member of a string quartet
to you who lay the daughters o f cabinet ministers
or comfort millionairesses
or hanging round a bar
toady to lovelorn psychotics,
insinuating forcefully after six gins
and ten minutes in reclusion
that hushmoney would be acceptable,
to you I say : Trade on your panther grace
in the pestholes o f Europe for a dozen years
and our white death will lay you.
Get back !
But to you who by the spirit hu t o f your ancestral village
or by the oily-rolling African sea
dance out your tribal patterns
to an unjarred traditional harmony,
to you whose bodies throb as mines
to explode unquenchably black,
to you black shepherds
who herd your natural passions with a quiet mind
peaceable strangers to guilt,
to you : Joy o f blood for ever, black shepherds o f Africa ;
I think continually o f you who are truly black.
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NEW BOOKS
Beaverbrook : A Study in Pouter and Frustration by Tom
Driberg (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 21s.)GOSSIP WRITER’S JOB is an. intensely disagreeable one.
He is abused either by his friends and acquaintances for
betraying confidences, or else by the newspaper which employs
him for failing to betray them. In this tricky school M r. Driberg
learnt his metier, and his book about Lord Beaverbrook is a perfect
illustration of the gossip writer’s dilemma. This time it is his
readers who may complain that not enough is told, while it appears
that the victim feels he has told too much — “ a hostile biography ” .
Over all hangs the threatening cloud o f the English law o f libel,
which as usual spoils the fun.
The two most interesting things in Lord Beaverbrook’s life
are (1) how he became a millionaire before he was thirty and
(2) bow he built up his group of newspapers and made another
vast fortune with them. Mr. Driberg deals briefly with these
matters, but at great length with his former employer’s pursuit
of political power. Three times in his life Lord Beaverbrook
enjoyed a modicum of power : when he was active in the intrigues
which made Bonar Law leader o f the Conservative Party in 1911
and replaced Asquith with Lloyd George in 1916, and again in
1940 when Churchill harnessed his energy (for he is a human
dynamo) to aircraft production. During the remainder o f his
career he has been on the outskirts of politics, and while the
autocratic rule he exercised over his newspaper empire was real
enough, the power it conferred was illusory.
For like Hearst in America, it was power he wanted, and, also
like him, he apparently thought he could reach his objective through
his newspapers. Both men imagined that X-million readers
represented X-million supporters in the struggle for political
influence. They were wrong. American politicians were terrified
of Hearst’s support, which invariably proved fatal to them.
Possibly at this moment Sir Anthony Eden would welcome a
return to the time when he was daily abused in the Beaverbrook
press. The more frenziedly the Daily Express shouts an opinion
the more decisively (it sometimes seems) do its readers reject that
opinion.
Between the wars Lord Beaverbrook’s, ambition soared. His
invariably successful opponent in the Tory party was Mr. Baldwin,
who was neither so rich, nor so clever, nor so energetic as he,
and who owned no newspapers. W hat had Baldwin got that
Beaverbrook lacked ? He was an educated m an ; bu t Lord
Beaverbrook’s enemy of later years, Ernest Bevin, had probably
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less education than the press lord himself. Presumably the
answer is that Baldwin’s character and principles were acceptable
to the public, and that Lord Beaverbrook’s (even had he not
hobbled himself with a peerage) were not.
Many people, reading this book, will be amazed to learn that
he ever for one moment set his hopes so high. Nevertheless,
looking back over the years, it is no wonder if he feels surprised
at the extent to which political influence eluded him. Possibly
he even now imagines that his newspapers guide their readers’
thoughts and actions. Yet the fact remains that however good
the racing tips, however witty the Osbert Lancaster drawing,
however exciting the strips, however unconsciously funny Mr.
John G ordon may be, the readers of these delightful features
pay no attention when they are ordered to vote for X, Y and Z,
and are very apt instead to vote for A, B and C. As to the
proprietor’s vendettas, his likes and dislikes and policies, they
are so kaleidoscopic and unpredictable that the public, though
much entertained by his newspapers, does not take them seriously.
M r. Driberg’s book would probably have been more successful
had it been less thoroughly bowdlerised. As it is, though cattiness
pervades it, the scratches are slight. If (as is possible) he had the
power and the desire to wound, he has been frustrated ; thus
the title o f his book has a double meaning.
D.M .
Looking F orw ard in E ducation, edited by A. V. Judges. (Faber
& Faber, 10s. 6d.).
COURSE of lectures on education delivered at King’s
College, London, has been editedv for publication by
Professor A. V. Judges, a professor of the History of Education.
The book will cater for an infinite variety of tastes within the
broad field of education. The statistically minded will be interested
in the chapter on the “ social cost ” of education, additional to
the purely financial outlay— £1,000,000 a day, or fivepence
“ a cup of tea and a biscuit ” ) per capita, but the more general
chapters will naturally have wider appeal.
In Education and Social Class in the Welfare Slate Professor
Jean Floud reveals how the pre-war class distinction, as far as
entry to the grammar schools is concerned, has been broken down
by the abolition o f fees in aided schools, but is still present at the
point o f exit. Although there has been an increase in the
proportion o f working-class boys remaining at school after the
age o f compulsory attendance, there has been no increase in the
proportion completing the course and leaving with a certificate.
Family influence and environment still exercise a magnetic power,
drawing the working-class boy away from the traditionally
“ middle-class ” schools.
Professor G . B. Jeffery, in his contribution Universities and the
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Teaching Profession, pleads for closer co-operation between the
universities, the Ministry of Education and the local authorities.
The association of Oxford and Cambridge with the established
church encouraged them to “ send their Masters to teach in every
parish pulpit in the land ” ; the demand for popular education
required another kind of “ Master ” to teach in the parish school.
The universities were concerned with learning ; the new educa
tionists with teaching — by “ pupil teachers ” , by products of
primitive training colleges. To exaggerate, one might say that
the cleavage was between those who possessed great knowledge
but no desire for imparting it to the masses, and those who felt
the urge to teach but had little knowledge. Something has been
done to bridge the gap ; more remains to be done.
What of the road from school to university ? In From Sixth
Form to University Mr. James Henderson discusses some of the
obstacles bestriding the path. National service is probably the
most serious, and Mr. Henderson discusses the merits and de-merits
of deferment. The universities demand a high standard o f their
entrants and “ specialisation ” — the distinguishing m ark o f the
twentieth century — is imposed upon the sixth former or even
more junior student. At an early age a boy or girl must choose
between “ arts ” and “ science ” , thereafter to be confined within
their respective watertight compartments. In the age o f the
specialist must the arts student be left ignorant o f science and the
future scientist shut off from the humanities ? Some progressive
schools are attempting to break down the rigid barrier, but we are
far removed from that ideal expressed in a recent issue o iT h e
European of “ scientists who are trained like statesmen and
statesmen who are trained like scientists ” .
A tributary outside the main educational stream is examined
by Mr. A. C. F. Beales in The Future o f the Voluntary Schools.
He analyses the attitude of governments towards denominational
schools (when not those of the established church) in such diverse
countries as England, Ireland, Scotland, Holland and Spain.
Public opinion in England is unconcerned about the decreasing
numbers of these schools ; Anglicans and Free Churchmen are
themselves divided on the matter and continue to surrender their
schools to State control : only the Catholics cling to the principle
of “ believing child taught by believing parents and believing
teachers” and Mr. Beales hopes they may receive some increase
in State aid before (or in case) the financial burden becomes too
heavy for them.
There is a chapter on adult education, and Professor A dam
Curie of Exeter contributes the final essay Education and the
Future in Rural Areas. Is an academic education wasted on the
farmer’s son, destined to walk in his father’s footsteps behind the
plough ? Or will it take him from the land, depriving the country
side of its ablest boys ?
A connecting chain may be discovered running through the
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book, a realisation that the “ levelling Act ” of 1944 has not
abolished the barriers of class in quite the way the social reformers
visualised, and that the expenditure of vast sums on bricks and
m ortar is no guarantee of “ better ” schools.
G.V.

Elections and Electors by J. F. S. Ross.

(Eyre & Spottiswoode,

42s.).
R. ROSS, with his penetrating study of the British electoral
system, will have an appreciative audience among those
who realise that Parliament, as it stands today, does n o t really
represent the people. He shows that their opposition to present
methods of election is supported by commonsense. Not only
is the system out-of-date today : Dr. Ross demonstrates that
it has never been fully representative. His principal target is the
single-member constituency, which cramps the style of the elector,
who has a double task in choosing his representatives : that of
choosing the best policy and also the best person to carry it out.
This is impossible under the system which the country has had
for several hundred years. The single-member constituency
implies that there is only one opinion to be represented on aU
questions from economic policy to the death penalty, and only
one man to exercise it, in an increasingly complex age. This,
as D r. Ross observes, perverts elections into mere struggles between
rival parties contending for power.
He goes on : “ It is wrong that the choice of a candidate —
which, in a safe seat, means the choice of the member — should
be taken out of the hands of the electors, and made in the party
caucus, where it may be doubted whether the national interest
always prevails, and in too many cases a local worthy or a party
hack or a friend of the chairman or a thruster is preferred before
men or women whom the country as a whole, and even the party
headquarters, would like to see in Parliament 1”
He quotes the late Sir Leigh MacLachlan, one-time chief
organiser and principal agent to the Conservative party, who
said :• “ It’s the machine that puts them in, my boy — the party
machine can win any election if it is good enough. It could even
put in a beer-glass ” .
The party machine has succeeded in doing just this, in a number
o f celebrated cases. Dr. Ross’s solution is the multi-member
constituency, “ F or a start, since there would be a number of
places to be filled in each constituency, it would be the normal
and natural thing for each party to put forward several candidates.
T hat alone would give the elector the choice — the real choice
— o f which he is, under the present system, completely deprived.
But that is not all. Should a party headquarters put forward
inferior or unsuitable candidates, dissentient members of the party
could retrieve the situation by making alternative nominations.

D
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So, for the first time, the selection of persons to represent the
community in Parliament would rest with the community itself,
and not with small groups of back-room politicians.”
These proposals will not be warmly welcomed by the mandarins
of Central Office or Transport House, but the doctor is undeterred.
He proposes to give the elector still more power, in the form of
a second vote, when there are more than two candidates, carrying
less weight than the first yet of no small importance when
supporters of the third candidate can redress the balance in favour
of the other two.
In a three or more cornered fight, every elector has a second
or third preference : he will choose one candidate, but will look
on the others with varying degrees of approval. This will give
a better balance of public opinion, and Dr. Ross explains his
proposals with painstaking detail.
He has been assailed in some quarters, both Right and Left,
for advocating an even more revolutionary electoral system.
He believes that representatives should be o f the same economic
group as the electors they represent.
But the truth is that Dr. Ross does not advocate it strongly
enough. Far more of his book could have been devoted to this
new concept of representation, which would dispose o f the party
hacks and caucuses of which he so strongly disapproves.
R .R .

from Madame de Sevigne. Selected and translated by
Violet Hammersley, (Seeker & Warburg, 30s.).
N THEORY, everybody is familiar with the letters of Mme.
de Sevigne. And in practice ? Probably a few of those
considered suitable were read in the schoolroom and have scarcely
been glanced at since. Mrs. Hammersley has changed all this ;
beautifully translated, beautifully produced, her book deserves
to be a best-seller, for it is guaranteed to delight, amuse and
instruct, with its excellent introduction and scholarly footnotes.
About one sixth of the letters are here ; most of them addressed
to Mme. de Grignan. “ It is ordained there should be a Mme.
de Sevigne whose love for her daughter passes the love of mothers,
from whom she has constantly to-be parted ” wrote the Marquise.
Mme. de Grignan (who was also a faithful correspondent, but
whose letters have not survived) has often been blamed for her
coldness — this “ dry stick of a daughter ” as Irvine calls her
— but there is nothing harder to put up with than the sort o f
possessive, enveloping, passionate love which the mother heaped
upon her. And with all this exaggerated adoration, Mme, de
Sevigne did not scruple to marry la plus jolie fille de France to
a forty-year-old man, twice a widower, who had the pox, (though
this she could not know).
L e tte r s

I
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“ All his wives are dead,” wrote the bride’s mother, cheerfully,
“ and by extraordinary good fortune his father and son as well,
so that he is richer than ever before” .
Was seventeenth century France a different world from our
world ? Mme. de Sevigne’s letters from Les Rochers could
almost have been written yesterday. She walked in the woods,
received her grand neighbours, chatted with the abbe, read a
great many books, and never stopped assuring her correspondents
that she was not in the least bored, but on the contrary occupied
and amused. Those who love the country will sym pathise;
they are amused and happy, but are so certain that nobody in
Paris could believe it that they feel obliged to mention it each
time they write.
Illness, the weather, and money troubles were other stock
subjects, whether she wrote from country or town. The doctors
were very rough ; yet to this day any French doctor will put his
liverish patient on the diet o f rice which M. de Grignan found
so adoucissant.
Politics, and church politics, were an unending source o f gossip,
and in those days everyone, however intelligent, was an amateur
Crawfie. Certainly the doings o f the royal family were spicy
enough ; births, deaths and the marriage nights o f princes and
princesses and of the King’s large family of bastards were attended
by the curious courtiers and every detail passed on to friends.
Mme. de Sevigni, staying at Grignan for her grandson’s wedding,
notes with surprise that the young couple were left to themselves
all night and that nobody made a bawdy joke when they came
down to breakfast.
It was to celebrate this wedding that local ladies, we read,
“ though they knew we wish to dispense with their presence,
break the windows or crawl under the doors to come and pay
their compliments at the peril of their lives ” It was bitterly
cold weather that February in Provence just as it has been this
year ; even the rushing Rhone was frozen, she writes. “ . . . des
dames . . . gu'on avait pri&es de ne point venir, ont rompu des
glaces, ont pense tomber dessous, ont ete en peril de leur vie, pour
venir faire un compliment . . . ” Surely it was ice, not windows,
they broke in their polite efforts to reach the chSteau ?
N ot the least of the book’s great virtues is the elegance of Mrs.
Hammersley’s English, which never jars by being too modern,
and yet never irritates by being self-consciously antique.
The illustrations show what we want to see, the charm of Les
Rochers, the grandeur of Grignan, the prettiness of Mme. de
Grignan and the exuberance o f the letter writter.
Can one imagine a Mme. de Sevigne o f to-day going to watch
a woman burned at the stake ? I do not feel as certain, in saying
no, as I should once have done.
D .M .
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Section: Rock-Drill, 8S-95 de los C.antares by Ezra Pound.
(Edizioni Scheiwiller, M ilan.

L. 2000)*

Bellum cano perenne
between the usurer and any man who
wants to do a good job
HESE most recent cantos of Ezra Pound’s great poem illustrate
further engagements on the economic battlefield. Champions
of Ancient China and 19th century America fight shoulder to
shoulder, canto by canto, for responsible control of money. The
title of the volume means something to do with taking mineral
samples. It is difficult to know how to qualify Mr. Pound’s
vigour of mind, when we see him as energetically taking samples
at the age of seventy-one as he did forty years ago ; and difficult
to know how to qualify the poetic capacity of one who has been
working the same vein for forty years and yet still brings up new
nuggets. N ot for him the old man’s scrannel pipe o f wretched
straw. At this last hour in the progress o f the poem new heroes
take the field, Randolf of Roanoke and Thomas H art Benton,
for the principle that a nation has a right to dispose o f its own
wealth, not be compelled to borrow its own money (from Anonymous
Inc.) and pay interest upon the loan.

T

Infantilism increasing till our time
attention to outlet, no attention to source,
That is : the problem of issue
An analysis of the subject matter of the section would require
a close study of Pound’s economic theory and be beyond the
scope of this notice. A treatise on the matter is now perhaps
the most pressing of all needs felt by admirers of the poet. The
heretical and abhorent distinction between the economics and the
poetry apart, the poem is a masterly continuation o f what has
gone before and in a sense the most 20th Century poem in
existence ; it was already well begun before half the reviewers
on The European were bom.
If any poet incarnates the vicissitudes of the century it is the
author of the Cantos. A Platon who in his days of freedom
aspired to re-educate* a dictator ; in the eleventh hour o f his
captivity to restore a civilisation ; still to fight after forty years
of misrepresentation ; undeterred by the catastrophes of 1945,
to continue the warfare from inside the usurers’ prison ; to fight
with words that grow, not blunter with time, but sharper ; to
* “ Remember I never got to see him but ONCE, to Dionysus of Siracusa.
The chance of getting sense into one man of talent LOOKS easier, or at
any rate WOULD be quicker than getting sense into 160 millions.”
— Letter to Desmond Stewart, December 26, 1955.
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launch copric bombs a t a presently triumphant enemy ; to raise
the eye —
not arrogant from habit,
b u t furious from perception —
from the warfare to the drab walls o f St. Elizabeth’s Hospital and
see beyond them
M oon’s barge over milk-blue water
(who has not seen any landscape or seascape or cloudscape o f
his choice for the past eleven years) ; to soar in rapture above
the squalors o f exchange and federal madhouse
from under the rubble heap
m ’elevasti
from the dulled edge beyond pain,
m’elevasti
out o f Erebus, the deep-lying
from the wind under the earth,
m’elevasti
from the dulled air and the dust,
m’elevasti
by the great flight,
m ’elevasti,
Isis Kuanon
from the cusp of the moon,
m ’elevasti
to that visionary world where the values are not money values,
to the paradise of European folk-memory and desire
to new forest,
thick smoke, purple, rising
bright flame now on the altar
the crystal funnel o f air
out o f Erebus, the delivered,
Tyro, Alcmene, free now, ascending
e i cavalieri,
ascending,
no shades more,
lights among them, enkindled,
and the dark shade of courage . . .
what will they say of Pound’s heroism, when the prose history
of our times comes to be written ?
A.J.N.
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Winter in the Air by Sylvia Townsend Warner (Chatto & Windus,
13s. 6d.).

The Bay is not Naples by Anna Maria Ortese (Collins, 10s. 6d.).
HESE TWO VOLUMES o f short stories have little in
common beyond readability ; between them they 'would
seem to suggest most possibilities of the genre. Although
there is nothing here to prompt comparison with, or reassessment
of, the great masters, there is at least one story — Miss Townsend
Warner’s Under New Management — which Maupassant would
probably have been glad to call his own ; and at her best this
author has always seemed to me a far more considerable teller
of tales than her better-known contemporaries — Maugham, for
instance, or Dorothy Parker, or H. E. Bates. The title-story,
Winter in the Air, finds her at her weakest, etiolated to New Yorker
specifications (her best stories, Under New Management and
Absolom, M y Son are listed among those not previously printed
in this bloodless purveyor of chic). Miss Townsend W arner’s
range of observation and discovery is deceptively wide, yet she
pin-points with the dry exactness of one who has seen straight
to the heart of person, place, or problem. This precision, plus a
fastidious care for words, reveals her once again as a first-class
professional writer who knows the rules and keeps them.
The Bay is not Naples was first published in Italy as II mare
non bagna Napoli, and I cannot for the life of me understand why
this title has not been used here. It lends itself admirably to
exact — or nearly exact — translation, and it suggests, as the
preferred title does not, the blend of irony and despair with which
Signorina Ortese delineates the apathy and corruption o f a dying
city.
This is a corporate work, a chronicle, in f a c t; a case-history
— Signorina Ortese, has not so much ignored the rules as banished
them utterly. As a short-story teller she is, therefore, difficult to
judge; but as a reporter, she is a genuine writer, and her equipment
is fully equal to the tragic importance of her subject. Sadly, because
I love the city, I must confirm the accuracy of Signorina Ortese’s
survey and diagnosis; and I am curious to learn of the book’s im
pact on the reader whose knowledge of Naples is limited to such
frivolities as O Sole Mid, the Blue Grotto, the Catacombs of St.
Januarius and the handsome waiter who never brought the change.
It wjil, I imagine, be quite overwhelming. The translation seems to
me over-literal and sometimes uncouth; this is to be preferred to an
impertinent paraphrase, but attention to the letter of a work should
not result in neglect of the spirit. The spi rit—the nervous drive—of
these stories has been dissipated in a plethora of commonplace
adjectives and meaningless adverbs.
M .H.
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‘A LOVELY SCHOOL’ *
by JOHN HAYLOCK
“T

AM going to send you to a beautiful school in a beautiful
A city,” said an official to me in the Ministry o f Education.
Knowing no Arabic, I had waited in the antechamber o f the Prime
Minister’s office, where I was politely received by a young man in
military uniform, before I realised my mistake and was directed to
the Ministry o f Education. It took forty-five minutes o f wandering
from office to office until I found someone who was able to cope with
my problem : where I was to start work. I had been appointed in
London, but the Embassy there had been vague about whom, what
and where I would have to teach.
I remembered my interview for a teaching post at the Embassy,
where as well as the cultural attache there had been a formidable
Englishwoman with sharpened pencil and sharper face. “ I ’ll fire
away first shall I ?” she had asked the diffident attach6, and then
proceeded to gimlet me with businesslike eyes and pertinent interro
gations. W hen she had finished she said to the attache : “ Now
I’ll leave it to you to tell M r. Haylock about the beauties o f Iraq.”
He smiled a t the Englishwoman but seemed to have nothing to say.
“ W hat sort of teaching will I be required to do ?” I asked.
“ Y ou have a degree in history. Perhaps you will teach history.”
“ W hat kind o f history ?”
“ Any history. D o you know French Revolution ?”
“ Yes,”
“ Then teach French Revolution.”
* A chapter from New Babylon by John Haylock and Desmond Stewart,
(Collins, 16s.)
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Apart from that I had no idea what I would be asked to do. As I
was closing the door of the attache’s office I heard the female voice
say : “ I think he’ll do.”
I did “ do ” , for here I was facing a moderately high-up official in
the Ministry of Education.
“ What sort of school is it ?” I asked.
“ A very gentle school,” answered the official.
“ Do the boys know any English ?”
“ Of course. We teach English by the Direct Method here. It is
an advantage not to know any Arabic. I will send you my firash
tomorrow morning and he will guide you to the school.”
“ Is it far from the capital ?”
“ No, no, it is too near. You can easily go there every day.”
“ Thank you very much.” •
“ Don’t mention it.” The official rose and then shook hands
warmly, “ I think that you will like the school too much.”
A t seven a.m. the next morning I was awakened by violent knock
ing on the door of my hotel bedroom. “ M an for you downstairs,”
an uncouth Christian servant announced. I was surprised and
disappointed that the charming official in the Ministry had sent his
firash so early; I had imagined that the guide would come a t 10 or
11 a.m. and that the first morning would have been spent in a tenta
tive discussion with the headmaster about the curriculum.
A tall, unshaven man in fairly respectable European clothes, his
hair closely cropped, met me in the hall of the hotel.
“ Hello George,” the man said, “ I take you to school.”
H alf an hour in a crowded bus, another half an hour in a cheap
taxi, with three in front and four at the back, took us to the other
side of the river and the outskirts of a town. Ten minutes walk
through a palm grove brought us to the school, a one-storied build
ing of mud-coloured brick. At the threshold of the headmaster’s
study the firash seized my hand, said, “ Goodbye, George ” , and
disappeared. A medium sized man with glasses got up and showed a
mouthful of teeth. He held a scrap of paper in his hand.
“ This is your programme,” he said. “ Come. W ork is beginning
now.” He led the way down a passage full of boys of all sizes, who
clustered round inquisitively, to a room in which the masters were
sitting. After introduction, I sat in a chair that was near the open
door. Boys gathered round outside the common-room and stared.
A bell rang ; the pupils moved slowly towards the classrooms. A
second bell rang, and, after a pause, the teachers rose and went out.
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The headmaster led me to a room packed with fifty boys and left.
There was a moment o f silence. This was the second class of an
Intermediate School that had been recently established. The pupils
seemed to be o f all ages. Some were grown men with moustaches,
others were boys o f about fifteen with black glistening hair beauti
fully combed, wide dark eyes, and slim graceful bodies. All were
dressed in European clothes : some in smart city suits, and highly
polished shoes ; some in shabby coats and trousers and open-necked
shirts, and sandals showing not too clean feet. It was obvious that
the rich and the poor were educated together. I learned later that
the boy who had driven to school in a Buick was the son of an
immensely wealthy landowner.
“ Good morning,” I said loudly with careful articulation. A t this
all the pupils rose and saluted politely saying, “ Salaam aleikum ” ,
One boy in the front row said, “ G ud mornin, my teacher.”
“ This is an English lesson,” I announced boldly.
“ Yes, sair,” several boys answered, “ this lesson English.”
“ No, not lesson English but ‘ This IS an English lesson’.”
. “ Yes, sir, yes sir, we know. This English lesson.”
Wondering what to do next, I paused for a minute, and looked
round the room to see if there was a desk to sit at, but there was
none. Teachers in schools are not usually provided with desks ;
it is thought that they might become lazy, or go to sleep, if they had
them. After contemplating the thought of how I was going to hold
the attention of the large class without any aids for three-quarters,
of an hour an idea suddenly came to me.
“ Have you an English book ?” I inquired.
“ Yes, sir,” replied several boys waving flimsy text books.
“ Which page have you got to ?”
N o one answered.
“ Which page ?” I asked again, but there was no reply.
I opened the book and held it up. A murmur o f comprehension
swept through the room and half the class stood up.
“ Sir, sir I read, I read,” the boys shouted.
“ Quiet, quiet,” I cried authoritatively. But the noise did not
subside until the gaunt face of the headmaster appeared at the
window.
“ You read,” I challenged, pointing to an unshaven young man
sitting at the back reading a newspaper.
“ Yarse,” he drawled. And after folding his newspaper carefully
he began to read in a monotone skipping the words of more than
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two syllables. I allowed this to go on for some minutes enjoying
the silence of the other pupils who seemed satisfied even though the
reader’s pronunciation was so bad that without a book it would be
difficult to understand the meaning. I thought, after a time, that I
should vary this reading aloud with some questions.
“ What is to walk 7” I asked. I pointed to several boys who either
shrugged their shoulders, clicked their tongues, or tossed their heads
back. Cursing the Direct Method and my ignorance o f Arabic I
walked backwards and forwards across the room saying clearly :
“ I am walking. This is to walk. Do you understand 7” Confusion
followed. Some laughed, others mimicked me by walking u p and
down between the desks. I peeped out o f the window nervously and
saw the headmaster turning the pages o f a dictionary. Quickly I
pointed to a pupil and said, “ You read ” .
An old man, garbed in flowing Arab dress, entered and handed me
a note. “ Sir,” it read, “ please tak five degrees from any boy you
hate. The Headmaster” . Puzzled by the message and to avoid
questions from the curious class, I commanded another pupil to read.
“ What is to lie?” a small innocent looking child asked sweetly.
“ When you go to bed you lie down,” I explained. B ut this
seemed to convey nothing. “ On your back ” or “ F lat on the
ground ” did not elucidate the meaning either. When no other way
seemed possible I lay on the floor and said as seriously as I could,
“ This is to lie. I am lying.” Chaos ensued but was brought to an
end by the ringing of the bell.
“ The time is over,” a boy shouted happily. I was at once sur
rounded by the entire class who pestered me with questions.
“ Who are you 7” “ What is your name 7” “ Sir, what is a
kiss 7” “ How much money you get 7” “ You got wife 7” “ How
are you, good 7”
These questions, though direct, were not intended to be rude.
They were asked merely to satisfy a genuine curiosity. The boys
were impulsive and unsophisticated. M ost of them had never spoken
to an Englishman before and were immensely interested ; they
wanted to try out the simple questions they had learnt to see if they
worked. No one could doubt their friendliness in spite of the fact
that most of the students in the country had taken p art in antiBritish demonstrations a few weeks before.
I struggled through the crowd of boys to the masters’ room and
sank into a chair. The staff sat on sofas and armchairs placed round
the wall. A master, who taught English, came up and sat next to me.
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“ You like to have tea ?” he asked.
Presently tea was brought in a small glass, without milk and a
quarter full of sugar. As I tried to lift the hot glass to my mouth the
master said, “ You have sex appeal.” The stirring of the tea in the
glasses by the other members o f the staff made a noise like little
bells ringing all round the room. Another strange sound was the
clicking of the beads on the rosaries that were held in many hands.
Slightly embarrassed by the remark made to me by the sleek-haired
bespectacled man who had made it, I said, not knowing how to
reply, “ D o we have to give the boys marks ?”
“ Oh yes, you must have examinations.”
“ But what sort of examination ? They seem to know very little
English.”
“ Just ask some questions. D on’t worry. Take it easy.”
Several days later I announced to one of his classes that there
would be an examination the following week.
“ On next Wednesday : examination.”
Cries of “ No ” and “ Why ” greeted my announcement.
Three days later I said, “ W hat is happening next Wednesday ?”
N o one answered.
“ On next Wednesday there will be an examination.”
“ No, sir, not next Wednesday. We have many other exams.
Next week, next week.”
I was adamant.
A similar protest broke out when I said on the day before the
examination, “ D on’t forget. Tomorrow : examination.” I ignored
the uproar that followed.
“ No, no, not tomorrow — sir — we want time to study. You
good teacher plis no exam.” “ Sir — we very weak in English.”
“ You must make easy questions.”
Being fresh from England I did not realise the reason for the pupils’
objection to being examined. No one had told me that below fifty
per cent in any examination meant failure, and failure brought
trouble. Trouble for the teacher who was blamed by the pupil for
having a grudge against him ; trouble for the headmaster who had to
put up with intercessions from the father ; trouble for the pupil who
might be retarded a year if he did not succeed in the final examina
tion. Unaware of all this I walked into the classroom on the following
morning and wrote some questions on the blackboard. The pupils,
seeing that I meant business, settled down to copy the questions into
their exercise books almost without a murmur.
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“ Sir, I finish,” a smiling boy in the third row announced.
“ Bring it up,” I sang in a pedagogic tone. “ But you’ve only
copied down the questions. Where are the answers ?”
“ You want me to answer it ?”
“ Yes.”
“ When ?”
“ Now.”
“ I do it in my home.”
“ No. Do it now.”
The boy returned to his desk muttering.
“ Sir, I am ill,” a healthy-looking boy shouted.
“ Get on with your work.”
“ Sir, I am too ill.”
He got up with his hand to his head, dragged himself slowly across
from the room. I peeped out of the door after he had gone and saw
him sprinting down the passage.
“ Sir, I go to look after him ?”
“ No.”
“ Perhaps he die.”
“ Get on with your work.”
I walked round the room and saw a boy reading his English text
book which he had concealed underneath his desk. I snatched the
book, took his paper and told him to leave the room.
“ Sir, I do not read it.”
“ Go o u t”
“ Sir, I get zero ?”
“ Perhaps.”
He scowled deeply and went out slamming the door. Three more
boys were expelled with difficulty for doing the same thing.
“ Sir, I finish,” said a boy handing up his paper.
“ Good. You may go.”
A second boy gave up his paper and left. He came back a few
minutes later.
‘“Sir, I forget to do the last question. Give me my paper.”
“ No ” .
“ Yes.”
“ No.”
The excuses, the attempts at cheating, the apparent rudeness
surprised me, but 1 did not realise the tremendous importance
the pupils attached to marks (degrees as they called them), and
the very great fear they had of not getting enough. M arks
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seemed to be more vital than knowledge, the desire for an
examination certificate much stronger than the desire to learn.
Such an outlook was understandable as education on a large
scale had only been going for twenty years, and many of the
pupils’ parents, especially their mothers, were illiterate. The high
failing mark was to blame. The idea of the Ministry of Education
was to ensure that only the deserving should pass. In fact,
teachers took pity on the weaker students and gave them higher
marks than they would have had under a more reasonable marking
system.
The school year gradually drew towards its end and the dreaded
final examination. The mild winter changed to a warm spring.
Orange blossom scented the air round the school, the brilliant
red o f the pomegranate bloom pierced the dusty green of the
orchards, the school garden was a blaze of summer flowers.
In M ay the heat mounted and all serious work ceased. The boys
did not come to school but instead walked about the palm groves
in cotton nightgowns with roses in their mouths and books in
their hands muttering to themselves. When they met their
teachers they saluted politely and smiled sweetly. Devils and
pests, sometimes, in the classroom, outside they were angelic.
“ Y ou must give them oral examination” , the headmaster
told me one day not long before the end of the year.
“ But they can hardly speak a word.”
“ It does not matter. You must have oral examination.
It is the law.”
A cluster of boys waited by the door of the classroom where
they had been told the oral examination would take place.
I arrived and was surrounded at once by the pupils all clamouring
to be examined first so they could return to their peripatetic
studies.
“ Sir, sir, me first, plis, plis.”
“ N o,” I said gently, “ I shall examine you in the order of the
class lis t” .
“ Sir, sir, plis me first. I have work.”
I let one boy into the room and shut the others out. Faces
soon appeared at the window. “ Hullo, sir. How are you ? "
they cried laughingly. The oral examination was the farce I
had expected it would be.
“ W hat is your name ? ”
“ Ali.”
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“ How old are you ? ”
“ I am very well, thank you,” the boy said automatically.
“ No. How OLD are you ? ”
“ Very well, THANK, you.”
“ No. I did not say ‘ how are you ’ but ‘ how OLD are you
“ A it! ” he said, “ I don’t know ” .
“ You don’t know ? ” I exclaimed, astonished. Actually my
astonishment was due to my ignorance, because Arab boys have
a very vague idea about their age. Their birthdays are not
considered important.
“ About fourteen-fifteen perhaps.”
“ What did you do yesterday ? ”
“ Yesterday I go to cinema.”
The oral examination continued, and the absurdity of the
direct method of teaching English was shown. Various inspectors
of English from Britain who had been attached to the Ministry
of Education had insisted on the language being taught by this
method. “ The pupil must learn English from his teacher, in
the same way as he learns Arabic from his mother,” said an English
inspector. “ Grammar rules are unnecessary, they only confuse.
The teacher should only speak English in the classroom and
encourage the pupils to speak English outside.” The result of
this edict has been that primary school pupils have often learnt
the language from teachers who, because of the great expansion
of education and the urgent need for teachers, have had inadequate
training in the difficult art o f teaching a foreign language, and
only know a smattering o f English. Long-suffering teachers
faced with classes of fifty or sixty pupils have been compelled to
resort to pantomime methods to get their subject across. Cakes,
glasses, tea-pots, knives and plates, and water are brought into
the classroom and used as teaching aids. Tired, hoarse voices
bawl out, “ This is a plate. W hat this is ? ” , and splutter with a
cheek bulging with stale cake, “ I am eating. W hat I am doing 1
Sorry, no. What am I doing ?"” Instead of being allowed to
explain the differences between Arabic and English, to give some
rules for the pupils to hold on to, the teachers have to talk away
in inaccurate English. If when at the Intermediate School I had
realised this I would have been less surprised at the answers to
my questions, and a little kinder in my marking.
The awful examination week began. For the first quarter of
an hour o f each examination the invigilator copied on to the
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blackboard the questions from a piece of paper provided at the
last moment by the master who had written it. The pupils spent
the second quarter of an hour copying the questions into their
blue covered exercise books specially issued by the Ministry.
During the third quarter of an hour the teacher responsible for
the examination toured the class-rooms. Howls of dissatisfaction
greeted his entrance ; he dealt with the complaints quickly,
sometimes haranguing the class, trying to explain that what they
thought was difficult was really easy. Then he went on his way
like an author whose pride has been pricked by his critics.
On the day of the English examination I made my tour. I poked
my head round the door of a classroom.
“ Everything all right ? ” I inquired nervously of the invigilating
master. The pupils noticed him at once, and the storm burst.
“ Sir, sir, your questions difficult.” “ We can’t do it, sir.”
“ Sir, we not understand anything.” “ Sir, your paper very bad.”
“ Sir, we all get zero.”
N ot wanting to face further censure from the unruly pupils,
I sneaked out of the back-door of the school and sat in the
depths of a palm-grove until the examination was over.
In the middle of examination week one of the masters who was
invigilating with me said, “ You must watch out for cheating.
Some of them are very clever.” During one of my prowls round
the classroom I could not help noticing, although it was the last
thing I wanted to notice, one of the toughest pupils peeping at
a crib skilfully concealed in the fold of a clean handkerchief.
I went over and whispered the news to my colleague who told
me to wait until I was sure before doing anything ; he did not
suggest taking any action himself. I watched a little longer.
I t was so brazen, the pupil was almost reading his crib openly.
I felt I must do something. The training of a British public
school surged up inside me. I decided. I sprang. But I was
not as nimble as the student, and only just managed to grab half
the boy’s exercise book and a corner of the crib.
“ Go out of the room ,” I commanded. The boy did not budge.
I looked appealingly at my colleague for help. The master
approached, took the boy by the shoulders from behind and
ordered him to leave. The pupil remained at his desk. The
headmaster arrived, screamed at the boy without any result, and
stormed out of the room. The boy regarded me with a look of
murder on his face and stayed in his place. Presently a middle-aged
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man in shirt and trousers came into the classroom with the
headmaster and shouted at the boy.
“ Who is that ? ” I asked my colleague.
“ The uncle o f the boy. I suppose the father is not present.”
In spite of his uncle’s orders, cajoling, and threats the boy
refused to move. Finally three policemen were brought and
removed him by force.
“ I had to do it, didn’t I ? ” I asked the master.
“ May be.”
“ But how could I have let him cheat under my eyes ? ”
The master shrugged and said, “ As you lik e ” .
The rule is that anyone caught cheating should be dismissed
from the examination, but on the following morning the strongminded pupil reappeared' as if nothing had happened, and sat
firmly at his desk. The shouts and screams began all over again
until the offender was taken off to the police station where he was
kept in custody until the examinations were over.
Appalled at the answers to my questions, I fudged the marks
in order to make as few pupils fail as possible, slipped them to
the assistant headmaster one evening after dark, and left the
country for the long summer holiday the next morning.
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HOMOSEXUALITY
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
The report of the Corporation o f British Physicians on
homosexuality coincides with the publication in the Austrian
press that in the little country of Vorarlberg (150,000 inhabitants)
one hundred and fifty-three men have been arrested as homo
sexuals, judges and clergymen with university degrees among
them.
In the January issue of your excellent monthly you deal with
the question whether the British law should be amended in this
respect. To this end it is necessary to investigate the origin of
homosexuality. It is important to consider the influence which
the behaviour of homosexuals has in social and in public life,
(since the report of the Corporation o f Physicians states that
M.P.s are included in their clientele).
The interest o f the public in homosexuality focuses on the
practice o f the homosexuals, male or female, for satisfying their
inclinations, and legislation in most countries limits itself to confin
ing their abnormal practices to their own four walls. No restriction
of homosexuality can be expected from such procedure.
Any benefit to society can only result from following up the
researches o f science. The Nestor of this branch in Germany,
D r. K. von Krafft-Ebing, has called his standard work
Psychopathia Sexualis, and Otto Weininger followed a generation
later with his Geschlecht und Charakter. The titles emphasise
a sickness o f the soul and not o f the body. Weininger especially
points to the connection between sex and character. Here is a
basis for the legislation regarding homosexuality.
Von Krafft-Ebing, as a pioneer, tried to collect as many
clinical observations as possible ; the fourteenth edition of the
Psychopathia
Sexualis contains two hundred and fifty.
A bout the same number can be found in the works of other
scientists, Kraepelin, Forel, Moll, etc. Unfortunately, these
observations leave it to the reader to draw a conclusion with
respect to the sickness o f the soul itself. Weininger “ opened
the d o o r” , as we say, to science, unfortunately without going
straight on in this way, undoubtedly on account o f his youth
and being an invert himself. Only thus can we understand his
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total condemnation of womanly character. Some disposition to
sadism may answer for his judging the Jewish character so unjustly
in spite of being a Jew himself.
In the same way as you yourself, Mr. Shapurji Sorabji in the
issue of February 1956 is very critical with regard to the results
of psycho-analysis, still, this branch of psychopathia has contributed,
in my opinion, the most valuable knowledge for understanding
female homosexuality. It would not be feasible to go here into
details, and so I refer only to the publication concerning the VIII.
Congress of International Psycho-Analytics at Salzburg 1924.
Dr. Helene Deutsch analysed the process going on between the
subdued sexual dualism in the child and the maturing female in
the period of puberty. This period in the development is a very
critical one, and only a certain percentage achieves normal female
character. One part will be interrupted at a stage called frigidity,
another at inversion, viz., amor lesbicus. Both together am ount
to more than fifty per cent of all women. N ot being able to
overcome the male part in their body and in their mind, a NeidComplex and a Rache- Complex forms the character and becomes
the reason for blind hatred o f men, and jealousy about the lesbian
partner of a force unknown to the normal. The origin o f the
male homosexual is absolutely distinct from the female one, and
less destructive to the character.
O f greatest importance is the influence of the potency that
initiates the process of the development of the child, viz., the
human being with not yet separated dualistic sex, to the mature
being, namely voluptuousness. In the invert this force is not
elevated to the realm of love but remains in the bondage of
voluptuousness. This is at the root of the character of the
homosexual. Sadism and masochism belong to the same category
as voluptuousness, and every invert is at the same time, in a more
or less high degree, a sadist or masochist.
Yours, etc.,
P rofessor M axim ilian E sterer .

Griinbach,
near Muhldorf/Inn,
Oberbayem.

MR. JOHN LEHMANN
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I want to congratulate you on publishing Desmond Stewart’s
devastating assault on Lehmann and Co. It needed doing.
Many of us have thought these things — some o f us have said
them ; none of us has said them as well as this. “ N o one in
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England, even among the readers o f the New Statesman, can possibly
quote a line by this poet in a twelve month.” There it is ; crisp,
cruel and true. How are M r. Lehmann’s friends to console him ?
One imagines the rush to a neglected book-shelf, the flipping of
unread pages, the hasty memorising of a few dead lines — “ Hullo,
John . . . listen, do you mind i f I quote that lovely thing o f yours
about the sphere o f glass in my new novel ? . . . Bless you, John
. . . You’ll review it yourself ? . . . How very kind.”
One further comment. I hope Mr. Stewart is right in
attributing irony to Cyril Connolly’s review o f The Whispering
Gallery. But I don’t think so. I would instead accuse Mr.
Connolly o f a misplaced sense o f “ sportsmanship ” in ignoring
a sitting target. The satiric imperative, as M r. Stewart and I
both know, once obeyed spares neither friend nor foe. I judge
that Mr. Connolly withheld the irony th at must surely have found
its outlet in wonderful private malice.
Yours, etc.,
M ich ael H arald .

London, S.W .1I.

AUTOMATION A N D

EGALITARIANISM

To th e'E d ito r o f The European.
Sir,
I was unfortunately unable to obtain a copy o f the October
European in which M r. Raven, according to M r. Helbinger’s
letter, argued for “ a higher remuneration and better conditions
for the skilled worker ” . However, as a merely “ semi-skilled ”
worker, I find it diificult to disagree with your correspondent’s
criticisms of Mr. Raven’s article.
I am well aware from personal experience that it is not entirely
the fault of the labourer that he is not doing more skilled work.
In any case, one has only to take a look at some of the incompetent
sharks who do “ get on ” to realise th at there is something
basically wrong with our present industrial organisation.
Modern labouring is becoming more and more a skilled job.
The introduction of new machinery and techniques is automatically
educating the labourer into new skills. European Socialism will
surely have the opportunity of even further raising the status of
the labouring class.
Yours, etc.,
R ic h a r d K e a n .

135 Leonard Road,
Handsworth, Birmingham.
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CHRISTIANITY AND INDIVIDUALISM
To the Editor of The European
Sir,
Mr. Geoffrey Vernon courteously requests me to elaborate my
statement that Christianity, tended to atomise mankind and to
encourage the individual to save his own soul. Such an elaboration
might take several issues of the European, as would the unravelling
of the Hebraic as opposed to the Hellenic elements in Christianity.
(I am puzzled, however, that Mr. Vernon should be puzzled when I
regard his religion as ‘ of the Hebrews ’. Has anyone ever denied
the derivation of the church from the synagogue, or that Jesus is the
Jewish Messiah, the fulfiller of an essentially Hebrew line of
prophets ?)
Mr. Vernon speaks, however, of Catholicism, and it is quite
possible that Catholicism has suppressed the Hebrew and imported
the Hellene. Certainly in the Gospel the founder of Christianity is
explicit: he comes as a sword to divide ; no one who does not reject
his family can be saved ; the Christian should not even delay to bury
his father (what a sacred obligation this was, in the ancient world,
the Antigone reminds us !) ; instead o f the old world, divided into
Greek and Roman, beautiful and ugly, there is to be an extension of
Israel which will include the whole of humanity, but particularly the
weak and the poor in spirit, and the halt, and the blind. Catholicism
may, as Mr. Vernon says, encourage the family ; indeed, it could
hardly have lasted as long as it has done without some patronage o f
procreation. But the Gospel’s attitude to marriage is much less
enthusiastic than that of priests in Ireland or French Canada. As
against marriage as a duty for all except the elect, St. Paul recommends
his flock to abstain altogether from sexual relations, and only to
marry to escape the fire of prostitution. Saddled with power later
on, the Christian lamb was forced to discard the other-worldly
precepts of ‘ Take no thought for the morrow ’, ‘ Judge not that ye
be not judged ‘ Resist not evil ’, ‘ Turn the other cheek and the
bishops of what had been an eroding cult found themselves in the
ruined palaces of Caesar. And just as Stalinist communism aban
doned much of the ‘ progressive ’ aspects o f Leninism (easy divorce,
tolerated homosexuality, abortion, etc.) so the popes proved they
could wield a sword as sharply as Tiberius. Their persecutions were
of witches, freethinkers, Jews, Moslems, and scientists, not Christians,
however. (Or at least, not of Christians o f the same sect.) And
Renaissance Catholicism, as Nietzsche saw, was approaching a
metamorphosis into a culture ; the metamorphosis only needed
another three Borgia popes ; but the time-bomb of the Reformation
went off, and to survive, this attractive if wicked culture had to go
back to its first principles, and for all their bad Greek, its first
documents. These first principles — it is with them that the quarrel
lies. They are at the bottom of the lake like a mythical monster :
on summer days, the lake is calm and we can play water music.
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When the stars are nefast, the monster is up, and back we go, to the
hatreds and intolerances and fanaticisms of bronze-age Judaea,
perpetuated as m ore than historical relics by the sanctity of the Bible.
Again, a synthesis between Christianity and Hellenism is only
possible if Hellenism is regarded as a composite creed. W hat one
admires about Hellas is no specific -ism, which could be diluted in a
mystery religion, but is that activity of mind found in a vast range
of thinkers, Heracleitus, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Epictetus, etc.,
with ideas often mutually exclusive. O f course, the Church has
looted the pagan philosophers for ideas, just as Christian masons
looted pagan temples for pillars to hold up their churches. This is
not a synthesis, however ; it is a patchwork. The Christian attitude
to sex alone shows how alien the spirit of Hellas is to that of the new
religion. Nietzsche put it unforgettably : the church gave Eros
poison to drink : but he did not die, he turned into vice.
N ot that I would claim that all Hellenic ideas were useful, nor that
all Hebrew thought is void. While such doctrines as the Redemption,
the Atonement or the Trinity would have baffled the man in the stoa,
the Assumption and the Virgin Birth could have seemed entirely
congruous with the fables o f Dionysus and Daphne. I am not
attempting to posit the Hellenic as the standard o f wisdom. My
point was a forward-looking one — th at when the next formulation
of religion takes place, those elements o f Hellenic thought which
were not looted by the recently circumcising Palestinian sect —
because contrary to Hebraic ideas — may be re-examined and above
all, that the old pagan joy in life may come back, not on feast days in
lax dioceses, but everywhere, as o f right. O f course, the strongblooded peasants and fisherfolk o f the Latin countries have turned
the Hebrew cult to something very different from the faith o f the
Apostles. N o one would deny that. The Mediterranean need for a
M other Goddess has been satisfied, and will be, with new dogmas,
satisfied more and more. W hat I do deny is the need, when examining
new ideas and new conceptions, to pu t them first through a filter
marked, in however small letters, ‘ M ade in Israel
Y ours etc.,
D esmond S t e w a r t .

25, Alwiyah, Baghdad,
Iraq.
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